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C-i. PREFACE

The battle of Stalingrad will be long ramembered aa one of

the greatest military disasters In history. Hot only was It a

mllltai7 catastrophe, but It was also significant In political

and economic Implications. The purpose of this study to examine

and relate the Initial planning and strategy of the German attack

upon the Soviet Union In 191^1, and the series of steps that led

to a concentration of effort In the Ukraine and the Caucasus and

from there to the catastrophe at Stalingrad. Many myths, charges

and counterchargos have arisen from the chaos at Stalingrad,

prompted by persons Involved who have attempted to Justify their

positions. It will be fundamental with this examination to pre-

sent all sides of the story. Including much of the Soviet version

which Is perhaps the most reliable account. This Is true because

the Soviets had nothing to hide and only a great victory to report

to the world.

I am deeply Indebted to Mtss Mary Roberts of the Documents

Division of the Kansas State Library for her help In locating and

obtaining through Inter-library loan the many sources consulted,

and to Dr. D. P. Munro of the Department of Modern Languages who

translated the German and French sources for me. Appreciation

Is also extended to the military library of the 0. S. Army In-

telligence and Military Police School, Europe for the location

of Russian sources. I also wish to acknowledge ny gratitude to

Dr. Werner Earth for his patient understanding and guidance In

the preparation of this thesis.
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The following transliteration table of Riiaslan to English

eharaeters Is that adopted In transliterating the Russian words

used In this thesis. It Is the approved system of the Russian

Department of the U. S. Army Intelligence and Military Police

School, Burope, Inasmuch as It more accurately depicts the true

sound of the Russian chai«ctej?s after their trensfen>al to the

English1 alphabet.

A a Aa P p Rr

E 6 Bb Co Ss

B B Vv T » It

r r (Jg r T Tta

A A Dd * Pf

£ • Ee X z Hh

X X Zh zh H n, Ts ts

3 8 Zz Hi Ch oh

H 11 Is Sh sh

- ft -i «m Sheh sheh

K R Ek - -b .1

J J. LI ti U ^
U U m - & •t

H 1 Hh 3 9 Ee

Oo row Tu yu

n n Pp a a Ta ya
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CHAPTCH I

INITIAL PLAHMIHG, OBJECTIVES AHD CONIXJCT OP

OPERATIONS AGAINST THE SOVIET TIHION

The Qerman attack on the Soviet tJnlon In 191^1 ahoiild have oc-

caaloned little aurprlae to the Intereated acholar. Even before

hla plae to power, Adolf Hitler had annoxmced at numerous occaalona

hla intentions to pursue a policy of eaatem expanalon.^ Imple-

mentation of his lebensraum theory would vitally affect the Slavic

east, particularly the Soviet TTkrelne and the Caucasus. Furtber-

ore, there was also a great Ideological clash which would have

made permanent peacefvil coexistence between communism and national

socialism improbable. Por these reasons, therefore, a conflict

between Nazi Germany and the Soviet TJnlon seemed a likely possibil-

ity.

Despite the factors which made conflict between these two na-

tions Inmlnent, great attempts were made by both sides to delay

hostilities. Insofar as the Germans were conceited, strenuous ef-

forts were made by the military leaders to prevent a war with the

Soviet Union. It was a traditional military concept of the Ger-

man General Staff to avert the possibility of forcing Germany to

fight a war on two fronts .^ In addition, thn threat of a British

blockade encouraged German leaders to seek a source of raw materials

^Ihor Kamenetskll, Hitler's Occupation of the Ukraine .

(Milwaukee: Marquette University Freas. iV>b), p. U,

^A. Rossi (Angelo Tasca) , The Huaso-German Alliance . (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1951), p. U5.



whleh would b« cut off when ths blockade began. The Soviet TTn-

lon would seem a likely source for tbeae materials.

The Soviet Union, on tbe otber hand, waa also quite anxious

to avert war. The military pttrgea of 1937 bad seriously affected

tbe combat effectiveness of tbe Red Army, and apparently tbe Sovi-

ets war* willing to go to great lengths to forestall any outbreak

of hoatllltlea until such time aa tbe ainny was rebuilt and combat

tested. When Soviet overtures toward tbe allies of Qraat Britain

and Trance failed because of tbe sphere of Influence question in

tbe Baltic States and Poland, Stalin began to orient bis diplomacy

toward Hitler and Kazl Oermany.

It came as a great shock to the west when Oermany and the

Soviet Union announced In a Joint communique on August 23, 1939

that they had signed a treaty of non-aggression and an economic

agreement which was to remsin in effect for ten years. In addi-

tion to tbe announced pacts, there was also a secret protocol

which provided tbe groundwork for tbe fourth partition of Poland.

3

In this manner both nations sought to attain their traditional ob-

jectives. In little more than a month later, Poland ceased to

•xlst as a national entity.

Tbe beginning of the breach between Qemany and the Soviet

Union came In early July, 1940, when Kuaala absorbed Bessarabia.

German diplomats feared that it was tbe beginning of a Soviet pen-

etration that would end only with tbe Dardanelles.'^ It was perhaps

3Rossi, The Ruaao-Serman Alliance , p. 40-41.

'^Rossi, The Russo-Oerman Alliance , p. 121.



tbls factor conpled witb the failure of the decisive defeat of

Great Britain that caused plans to be made for the attack on tbe

Soviet Union. The open breach between aenaany and the Soviet Un-

ion became very pronounced In late August, 191+0, when the two be-

gan to quarrel over areas of Influence In the Balkans. In addition,

Russia became suspicious over the Three Power Pact signed between

ttermany, Italy, and Japan. In the middle of Hovember, 19it0, For-

eign Minister Holotov traveled to Berlin in order to arrive at an

agreement over the Three Power Pact and to resolve the differences

in the Ballcans. Although tbe Soviet Union was Invited to come into

the Three Power Pact, no agreement could be reached over Soviet

demands to naval bases in the Dardanelles and interests in Hungary,

Romania, and Greece.^ This breach continued to widen until the

actual outbreak of hostilities ten months later. It was Germany,

however, that continued to place pressure on the weakening ties of

friendship. The Soviet diplomats seemed to be prepared to go to

great lengths to maintain the peaceful relations and In vain made

concessions.^

The Initial formal staffing for the attack on the Soviet Union

^Hossi, The Russo-German Alliance , p. 160.

On April a5, 19i+l, the Soviet Union suddenly accepted dor-
ly's plan for delimitation of the frontier between tbe Igorka

Slver and tbe Baltic. In addition Stalin officially recognised
the pro-German government of Iraq on May 3, the day after that
government had attacked the British airfield at Baasara. All
through April and May, the Soviets continued to send shipments of
raw Materials according to the economic agreement of August, 1939.
Soaai, The Russo-German Alliance, pp. 197-199.



VM began aa early aa the end of July, 19I+O, wh«n •Operation See-

loew«,t the Invaalon plana for England, were acrapped."^ The flrat

aaalgnment given to the ataff offlcera at the Oberkommando der

Wefarmacht (OKJf) , waa drafting the directive which would enlarge

troop concentratlona In weatem Poland. Thla directive waa later

to be known aa Aufbau Oat (Build-up Eaat). The data for the coa-

mencement of the attack waa originally dealgnated for May 15,

191+1.^

aeneralmajor Brlch Marcka of OKtf waa given the aaalgnsMnt of

drafting the plan for the conduct of operatlona under the auper-

lalon of Qeneraloberat Pranz Haider, the Chief of the Qeneralatab .

The Initial plan propoaed a two fold thruat Into European Huaala;

a aouthern drive toward Kiev Into the Dnyepr bend, aupported by

Luftwaffe neutralization of the Odeaaa complex; and a northern one

acroaa the Baltic atatea In the direction of Moacow. A aecondary

E.iJjTdtl ^iTill'll i?a«St°
°° '"'^ ''• ^'^'' <*—lo^-t'

In the event that Invaalon doea not take place, our
thf^i ^.T*.''®.''^''*''**'^ *° ^^^ elimination of all factors^at let England hope for a change In the altuation...
BTltaln'a hope Ilea In Huaala and the U.S.A. If Huaaladropa out of the picture, America too, la loat for Britainbecause the elimination of Ruaala would greatly inoreaae

'

f?^^™ ?°^r ^? ^^^J'^ E88t...Deci8ion: Huaala-a destruc-tion muat therefore be made a part of thla atruggle . . .Theaooner Ruaala la cruahed the better. The atta^ will achieveIta purpoae only if the Russian State can be shattered toIts roots with one blow... If we atart in May. 19kl. we will
Hitiir! il^% "?°*S" ^°

"^^'i^ *° ""^'> *^« i°^' Alan 'Bullock.Hitler: A Study in Tyranny. (London: Odhama Preaa, 1952), pp. 51J7.

"Hosal, The Ruaao-German Alliance - p. l^^^,



operation to aelsa the Batra oil fields was to take place at a la-

ter date. To oarry out this plan. Hitler directed that the strength

of the army. Instead of being cut as recently ordered, was to be in-

creased by activating forty new dlvlslcns.^

The main effort was to lead to the destruction of the Russian

forces west of Moscow by a direct assault on the Soviet capital.

Once in possession of Moscow and northern Bussla, elements of the

main attack force would turn south and seize the TTkralne In con-

Junction with the southern groups. Since surprise and speed of

movement were of the essence, the technique of mobile operations

( blltzkrlegl , as recommended by Oeneral duderian, was adopted.

Panzer and motorized forces, supported by tactical air, were to

break through the Russian lines in the classical Arbela maneuver,

leaving laolated units to be destroyed by the following Infantry.^°

The planning estimates called for an attack force of ll|7 di-

visions, consisting of 110 Infantry divisions, 21^ panzer divisions,

12 panzer grenadier divisions, and one cavalry division.^^ Since

the bulk of the initial offensive would rest In the north, Aray

%.S., Department of the Army, The Sennan Campaign in Russia;
Flanning and Operations . Pan^hlet Ho. 20-2fcla (Uasblngton: TI.S.
Bovemment Printing Office, March, 1955), p. 53.

^°The principle of concentration initiated by Alexander the
Great against the Persians in 331 B.C. at the Battle of Arbela in
which Alexander, with a smaller number of troops, concentrated them
at one point in the Persian center and crashed throvigh, separating
the PeMlan forces so that each could be defeated piece-meal.
J.P.C. Puller, The Second World War. 1939-19U5. (New York: Duell.
Sloan and Pearce, i%9) , p. ii9.

^
^^TJ.S., Department of the Army, The Oerman Campaign in Hussia s

p. 7.



Oroap Bopth was to have a total of 68 dlvlaiona at Ita dlapotal,

wblle Army Group South waa to conaiat of only 35 dlvlaiona. ^^ Tha

preclae Inatructlona given to Army Oroup Horth Included the aelzore

of Hoacow by driving through the foreat reglona between Rogachev

and 71tebak, At the aame time, Artay Qroap South waa to deatroy the

Soviet troopa In the weatem Ukraine and to eatabllah brldgeheada

acroaa the Dnyepr In order to be able to contluae the attack after

the reduction of Moacow.^3

Becauae the operatlona were expected to take alz montha to

achieve succeas, the attack waa acbeduled to coiamence no later than

Hay 15. Any delay would prolong operatlona Into the winter. The

attacking German forcea were to be reaponalble for the phyalcal

occupation of all Soviet territory weat of the axla Roatov-Oorkl-

Arkhangelak, A aucceaaful aelzure of thla territory during the

flrat atage of the campaign would Inaure that during the winter of

19ltl-l;2, no Soviet aircraft would be able to bomb the German home-

land or dlarupt Seraian troop coneentratlona preparing for the aprlng

•aaault of 19lt2.^ it waa conaldered unlikely that the deatructlon

of the Soviet Union could be achieved In one alngle operation. Cen-

aequently the initial offenalvea entailed twin drlvea north and

aouth of the Prlpyat Marahea.

^2jj.s,^ Department of the Army, The German Campaign In Buaala:
Planning and Operatlona . p. 10,

—"

^^.S., Military Academy, Operatlona on the Ruaalan Front.
Vol. I, (Hew York: Military Academy Press, l%b) , p. lii?.

-"^U.3., Military Academy, Operatlona on the Ruaalan Front.
Vol. I, p. 145.



The oTorall operation waa dlvldad Into four pbaaea. The OKW

•atlmatea atated that Phaae One would meat Baaalan delaying tactlea

while the Soviet forcea withdrew to prevloualy prepared poaltlona.

The apatlal factor for theae operatlona waa eatliaated at 250 milea

and therefore three weelca were allotted for thla phaae. Phase Two

would be the fight for the foreat areaa and control of the weatem

waterways to a depth of alxty to 100 mllea, and hence two to four

weeks were allotted to thla phaae. Phase Three would be the battles

for Moscow and Leningrad covering another 200 to 2$Q milea. Three

to alx weeke were allotted to thla phase. The fintil phase would be

the purauit of tb« Suaalana to the Don and Volga Rivera, with their

final deatruction. This operation waa expected to take five to

aeven weaka.^^

In late 19i|0, the Operatlona Dlviaion of the General Staff had

autattltted Ita own plana for the reduction of the Soviet Union. The

Oeneral Staff had taken aeveral factora into conalderatlon. First,

the Qerman numerical atrangth was far inferior to the eatlmatad

Baaalan atrength. Second, the vast terrain to b« covered presented

many problema that could not be aurmounted In alx months with a dl-

viaion of forcea in the initial offenaive. Third, and contrary to

the flrat two factors, since the Red Army had performed ao badly on

the Finnish front, conslderatlona were that the Red Army could ba

overrun quickly by concentrating all available atrength at one

point and directing the aaaault on Moacow through Smolyenak. Be-

cauae the purgea of 1937 were conaldered to have aerioualy weakened

15o.S., Department of the Army, The German Campaign in Buaaias
Planning and Operations , pp. 11-12.



the Soviet officer corps. It was expected tbat Moteow eoald be

tal^en In six months.^" This was the first under-estiniate of Bus-

slan strength and capabilities. It laid the groundwork for future

disputes between the various Oennan planning agencies and perhaps

ea\ued Hitler to lose confidence in his staff agencies. It undoubt-

edly contributed to Hitler's decision to personally assume conmand

of the campaign after the failure of the initial Moscow attack.

i c<»iipromise solution was finally adopted by Qeneral Haider.

Three aimy groups would be established with the designations Army

Group Horth, Center and South. Amy Group Center would have the

preponderance of forces and would drive through Smolyensic towards

Moscow while Army Group north would keep the Russian forces engaged

by driving through the Baltic states toward Leningrad, and Army

Group South would neutralize the Soviet forces in the south by

driving on Kiev with comparatively weak forces. ^"^

In December, 1940> Heicbmarschall Eensann Goering assigned

General der Infanterle Georg Thomas, Chief of the 0£H Bconomic

Office, the task of making an economic survey of the implications

Involved in a campaign against the Soviet Union. General Thomas

arrived at conclusions that ware very significant in light of the

subsequent conduct of operations in Bussia. Thomas stated In his

report that occupation of European Russia would improve Germany's

l^.S., Department of the Army, The German Campaign in Hussia t

Planning and Operations , p. Ik.

^^V,3., Department of the Army, Terrain Factors in the HnsBian
CvuDalgn, Pamphlet Ho. 20-290 (Washlngtont U.S. Government Printing
Omea, July, 1951) , P. 1*6.



food and raw material supplies If the destmctlon of Soviet stock-

piles could be prevented and If the Caucasus oil reserves could be

seized Intact. He also stated that If the war should continue

longer than the original estimate, Qerman; would benefit only If

the civilian population could be Induced to remain and cooperate

with the German occupying authorities.^^ However, this was not

consistent with Hltler*a attitude toward the eastern peoples, nor

with his lebensraum theories. The Civil Affalrs/tillitary aovem*

ant concept of governing occupied areas was to be completely Ig-

nored. Little was It realized then how serious this mistake would

be.l9

On December 18, 191^0, the accepted plan for the attack on the

Soviet llnion was approved and entitled 'Operation Barbarossa'. The

plan of operations was the same as mentioned earlier with the ex-

ception that Army Oroup 3outh was strengthened slightly and given

a rather vague assignment of seizing the Donets Basin. ^'^ The en-

tire concept rested on the fact that the ttussians would give battle

wast of the Dnyepr-Dvina line. The question as to whether the Oer-

man forces were loglstically strong enough or prepared to carry oat

a caiiq>algn of attrition in the east was a moot point. Four months

before the attack, the commanding general of Amy Oroup Center,

^^tJ.S., Depgrtment of the Army, The Oerman Campaign In Husaia t

Flannlnf; and Operations , p. 21.

l^Thls problem will be discussed in detail in Chapter IV.

^^A.D. Tchenkell, "Collapse of Qerman Forces in Russia,"
Yoice of Free Qeorgla . Ho. 6, 195U. P» 26.
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Field Marshal Pedor von Bocic, expressed doubts that If the Russians

did not elect to face a decisive Issue, the Oerman forces might be

hard pressed to come out of It In one piece,^^

The plan stiffered a severe setback at the beginning of April,

I9I4.I, when Oermany unexpectedly became Involved In a Balkan cam-

paign, launched by Italy against Oreeee. Because troops were pulled

off the eastern front to fight in the Ballcans and afterward re-

quired reat, the invasion of Bussla had to be postponed for nearly

six weeks. Many speculations have been made, especially by German

generals, that if 'Operation Barbarossa* had been launched on tlsw,

the initial campaign In the east would have been over before the

winter of 1941 arrived.^^ Although this may not be entirely correct,

certainly German planning, in regard to possible winter warfare,

was not well advanced in the early stages of the campaign.

By the end of June, 19>^, the Army High Command ( Oberkonmando

des Heeres ) had available soiae 1^6 divisions. Including nineteen

panzer divisions, for the assault on the Soviet TInlon. Amy Group

Center was commanded by von Bock, Army Group Horth by FeldmarschaU

von Leeb and Amy Group South by Field Marshal von Rundstedt.

Army Group Center, as has been previously mentioned, was the strong-

est of these army groups with sixty-one divisions. Army Group South

was next with fifty-five divisions, and Army Group Horth was the

smallest with thirty divisions. In this manner ninety-one divisions

^Ifleinz Guderlan, Panzer Leader . (Hew Tork: Dutton and Co..
1952), p. 127.

^^derian. Panzer Leader , p. II7.
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were north of the Prlpyat Harahea for the drive to Moacow,^^

Perhaps the moat atrltclng feature of the dlatrlbutlon of foroea

for the campaign In Rusale, waa the small ntmber of reserve divisions

eonmltted to the direct assault, OKM had the choice of allotting

raaerves to the army groups or keeping them as strategic reaerves

under direct control. The apparent reaaon the latter choice waa

made waa that it gave Hitler the neoesaax>7 oontrol over the course

of operatlona in the aaat without actually aaauialng apeclflc conmiaad

of the OKH, whoae taalc it waa to waa the Ruaslan campaign. In any

case, regardless of who controlled the reserves, they were much

too small for auch a grandloae operation auch aa the Invaaion of

8uasla.2't

On the morning of June 22, 19i^l, the Germans launched their

attack on the Soviet TTnlon. The Germans achieved a complete tac-

tical surprise. The Luftwaffe achieved decisive air auperiority

and the panzer unlta forced the Ruaslans to give battle Instead of

withdrawing. By July 9, Hitler expressed an opinion of the conduct

of the campaign vp to that time. He atated that: "I constantly

try to put myaelf in the enemy* a poaition. For all practical pur-

poaea the enemy haa lost the war. It la a good thing that we have

destroyed the Soviet tank and air forces right at the beginning.

The Ruaslans will be unable to replace them."^

%,S., Military Academy, Operations on the Russian Front.
Vol. II, (Hew York; Military AoaSemy Press, l%b) . p. 27.

%.3,, Department of the Army, The German Campaign in Buasia ;

Planning and Operatlona . p. UL
2%elix Gilbert (ed.). Hitler Dlrecta His War . (New York:

Oxford Tlniversity Press, 1930J, p. 59.
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Field Marshal von Randstedt*9 Anaj Sroup South also made good

progress. The only Indication that the operations In the south

were not moving along satisfactorily was the low ntunber of prisoners

that were being taken. This was en Indication that the envelopments

were not successful and that the Russian troops were executing suc-

cessful delaying actions.^" By the middle of July, Hitler directed

that the campaign be continued with the en^hasla on preventing the

Russian units from escaping by breaking contact with the Oerman

units and withdrawing.^'

The conduct of the Soviet Armed Forces in the ialtial stagas

of the campaign can be an interesting guide to explaining the Qer-

man successes at the onset of the assault. When the Qerman troops

opened hostilities against the Soviet TJnlon, they met an enemy

whose arma and training they had largely under-estimated. Accord-

ing to German intelligence reports, the Soviet forces on the German

eastern boundary amounted to one hundred rifle divisions, thirty

tank divisions and twenty-five cavalry divisions,^" Their total

number roughly equaled the attacking German force but the Germans

regarded the Soviet forces as inferior to their own in fire power,

mechanization, and training. As the campaign proceeded, the Ger-

mans were surprised to learn that the Soviet troops had more self-

propelled guns, operational aircraft, and tanks, and that the

^"Guenther Bluraentritt, Von Riindstedt. the Soldier and the Man ,

trans. Cuthbert Reavely (London: Odhama Press, 1932), p. 221.

'U.S., Department of the Array, The German Campaign in Russia ;

Planning and Operations , p. 50.

^%.3., Military Academy, Operations on the Russian Front.
Vol. I, p. 79.

-^
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quality of the Soviet T-3k tank was superior to that of the German

Mark III and IV.^9

The Soviet High Command (Stavka) had anticipated Hitler's

attack and had been preparing for it for a long time. In addition,

the Soviet forces had but one front on which to fight, they had

able generals, and they had numerically superior manpower and arms.

Furthermore, Russian military technique was equally as modem as

the Sermon, and had demonstrated it by using the blitzkrieg against

the Japanese in the Far East before Qermany had put this concept

to use. 30

One should ask why Hitler succeeded, in spite of all the above-

mentioned facts, in reaching the gates of Moscow within a few months,

conquering almost all the Ukraine, taking 3,806,000 prisoners of

war, and bringing under his control a territory twice as large as

France?^'''

It would be out of the question to attempt to explain Soviet

losses of territory in terms of tactical withdrawal, similiar to

the Russian retreat during the Napoleonic invasion. The Red Army,

unlike the Russian Army of 1812, did not avoid decisive battles,

but fought them almost on their boundaries and only retreated east-

ward after suffering tremendous casualties. Another distinct dif-

ference between the campaign of I8l2, and Hitler's Invasion in 191+1,

was in the numbers of prisoners taken. The number of Russian

29auderlan, Panzer Leader , p. 190.

3%amenetskil, Hitler's Occupation of the Ukraine , p. 29.

3^Kamenetakii, Hitler's Occupation of the Ukraine , p. 30.
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prisonera talcan in 1812, haa been claimed the amalleat that Napoleon

had ever captui'ed in a campaign. 32 The nvunber of Ruaaian troopa

that the Oeinnan army took waa only slightly abort of fsritaatic.

The early Soviet debacles and later Soviet victories provide

a conrualng picture unlctss an examination is made of two important

factors in Soviet military potential} the fighting morale of the Red

Amy, and the sentiments of the Soviet popiilation. The importance

of the fighting morale of troops has been recognized throughout

military history. It la not only the pbyaloal bat alao the psycho-

logical factors in combat that count. A soldier requlrea not only

something to fight with, but also something to fight for. The

proof of thla la llluatrated by the conduct of the Red Army in the

Second World Var.

In the initial stages of the campaign, there aeemed to be

little that the Red soldier had to fight for. It probably waa not

for the regime which through ita policy of purgea, arreata, re-

aettlementa, forceful collectivization, and ellminatlmi of boatlle

claaaes bad affected great numbera of Soviet families in one way or

another and bad seemingly created a sense of political Insecurity

In the Soviet Onion. ^-^ The peasant soldier could hardly be e:9ected

to fight enthusiastically for the preservation of the collective

farm, eapecially after the forced collectivizatlona and famlnea of

the 1930's. It ahould be underatood that the Soviet authorltlea

recognized that the ideology of communism waa not enough to win

32jiiittand de Caulalnoourt, With Hapoleon in Russia . (New York:
Morrow, 1935), pp. 102-103.

^^amenetakii. Hitler's Occupation of the Ukraine , p. 31.
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Tletorlea, and began to Iflsne proclamatloni to the people that the

war waa in defense of Mother Ruaala.^'^

Hitler apparently, ignored thla factor and began to puah hla

brand of polltlca In eaatern Europe. Hla pollclea excluded coop-

eration with any national group In the area. The German objective

waa to aecure the victory and to dominate the Slavic raglona by

military and police force. Thus, the Qermana contributed partially

to their ovn defeat, by refualng to follow the dlctatea of good

sense and political know-how. ^^ Therefore, the stiffening of Bed

Amy realstance waa the first, but not the only factor which later

Jeopardized German chances for victory In the Soviet Union.

In addition to the political mlatakes. Hitler made hla first

erioua tactical blunder at this time. With the Ruaaians In full

confusion following the Initial aucceaa of the blitzkrieg by the

German panzer foroea. Hitler on July 23, laaued hla famoua Supple-

ment to Directive Humber 33. In thla supplement to a tactical di-

rective. Hitler ordered that all units begin to mop-up their respec-

tive areas and reduce the pockets before making any further ad-

vances.3^ This order brought Hitler Into his worst conflict with

3itKamentskll, Hitler's Occupation of the Ukraine , p. 32.

3-'0ne German milltai^ leader realized the mistakes that were
being made. General Keltel wrote a letter to Hitler, in which he
stated!

We can aay without exaggeration, that the miatake in the
treatment of priaonera of war la reaponalble to a great ex-
tent for the atlffenlng of realatanoe of the Red Army and
therefore alao for the death of thouaanda of German aoldlera.

Gilbert (ed.). Hitler Dlreeta Hla War , p. 165.

•5°(J.S., Department of the Array, The German Campaign in Ruaalat
Planning and Operatlona . p. 57.
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the OCT. General von Brauchltsch, the chief of the OKK, raised

hla objections on the baala that once the Germans abandoned the

concept of mobile operations the initiative would be lost to the

Russians. Hitler maintained that he was concerned with the panzer

losses and that the infantry must be given the opportunity to sup-

port the panzer forces, hence the objectives must be more Halted

In order that the Infantry could keep pace.^'

furthermore. Hitler suggested changing the main direction of

attack from Hoaeow to the south or perhaps to Leningrad. Altho\igh

the drive on Moscow had not been officially called off, it was de-

pendent on the auccess of the Leningrad operation before it could

begin. -^ It was at this point that Hitler met with serious oppo-

sition from the OKM on the conduct of the war. Since Hitler e-

merged victorious from the struggle with the OKV, the final decision

for the campaign In the south must rest squarely on his shoulders.

On July 28, 19^1, General Haider sent Hitler a memorandum

stating his reasons for a continuation of the attack on Moscow.

The Russians were massing troops in the Moscow area and a drive in

any other direction would be exposing a flank to these massed troops.

In addition, Haider maintained that Moscow was the only target that

eould be reduced before the onset of winter, and by catting the

Russian transportation network, could prevent reinforcement be-

tween the north and the south and hence each could be reduced

37611bert (ed.). Hitler Directs His War , p. 70.

38Gllbert (ed.). Hitler Directs Hla War , p. 130.
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piecemeal.

Hitler's reply to Haider was startling In Its implloatlona.

According to the Fuehrer the most Important objective was no longer

the capture of Moscow. Top priority was to be given to the capture

of the Crimea and the industrial region of the Donets Basin while

the Russian oil supply was cut off by taking Stalingrad and block-

ing the Volga River shipping .^° In vain did General Quderian

attempt to intercede with Hitler.^ Finally at the end of July,

General Jodl pleaded with Hitler to reconsider his plans to drop

Moscow from the main point of concentration. He stated that the

flgbt for Moscow should be continued not because It was the Russian

capital, but because the Soviets would have all available strength

in this area for the defense of the city. It was also an oppor-

tunity to once and for all defeat and annihilate the Russians in

the field, ending forever their threat against German forces ,'+^

All attempts to pursuade Hitler failed and the OEtf was forced to

Implement his new orders. It was not until November that the

generals were successful in finally obtaining permission to launch

their attack on Moscow. It was to be an abortive attempt, for the

German troops were, by this time, physically exhausted, their

supply system had deteriorated and their growing inferiority in

2%,3,, Department of the Army, The German Campaign in Russia ;

Flanning and Operations , p. 69.

'+%.S., Department of the Army, The German Campaign in Russia ;

Planning and Operations , p. 70,

^TJuderian, Panzer Leader , p. 1$1.

'*-%.S., Department of the Ai^y, The German Campaign in Raaala i

Planning and Operations , p. 76.
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niJBibera and winter equipment to the Red Army nearly Ittd to complete

cataatrophe. With the end of December, 19U1, all operatlona ground

to a bait. Tbua tbe laat German all-out effort to force a declalcn

in 19Ul> ended In failure.

It waa a aerioua error on the part of Hitler that the drive on

Xoaeow, favored by Ouderlan, Haider and moat other generala In the

Army High Command, bad been abandoned In Auguat, 19lt.l, In favor of

the conqueat of the Ukraine, An earlier offenalve agalnat Moacow

might have yielded declalve reaulta If It had been puraued aa the

Biln objective of the campaign. The Soviet Union might have been

paralyzed by auch a thrust, for It waa the heart of the Soviet

regime, a great industrial area and, perhaps moat Important, the

center of the railroad system of Suropean Russia.

The southern campaign was to be the one which would eventually

lead to Germans on the road to military collapse. An examination

should be made of the reaaons that Hitler had for Ignoring the

purely military conalderatlon of attempting to defeat the Ruaalan

army and cruah It while there was still time to do so. For some

time Hitler had been immersed in the study of Haushofer'a theories

of geopolitics. These theories which placed their emphasis In the

Importance of geographical 'key points' - those areas of a nation

which must be retained If It Is to continue to exist, and which.

If lost, would paralyze a natlon'a war-making capacity, bad appar>

ently captured his imagination. ^^^^

The study of geopolltloa or political geography la a legitimate

43Terranoe Smith, "Stalingrad or Buat," Infantry Journal. Ho.
59 (Auguat, 19U6), p. 11;.

'
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discipline that was adopted from writings of the Swedlsb geograpber,

Rudolph Kjellen. The term geopolltlk . was advanced by many noted

geographers but the leading German exponent of this comparatively

new science was Karl Haushofer. In 1923, Hausbofer came Into a

position of Influence with some of the leaders of the Nazi Party.

Be became editor of the Zeltscbrift fuar aeopolltlk . as chairman

of the Instltut fuer aeopolltlk, while serving as a professor at

the TTniverslty of Hunicb. It baa been stated by a leading geog-

rapher that: "The basic incontestable truth is that Hausbofer,

directly in some instances, indirectly In others, coordinated.

Integrated and rationalized the whole field of comparative geography

for the uses of the Fuehrer."'*'*

The concept behind the ideas of political power of the state

was its location with reference to a specific relationship of the

distribution of land masses and oceanic areas. The expression of

the power of the state during time of war involved the study of

Wehr-Qeopolltik . or political geography during time of war, because

the aim of power was war. Haushofer adopted General Karl von

Clausewitz' definition of war. In that war was: "a continuation of

policy with an admixture of other means. '*^ In addition to tho

above beliefs, Haushofer enlarged and adopted the writings of Hal-

ford J. Mackinder, the noted British geograpber who was famous for

his concept of the World-Island theory. This concept states that:

hkÊdmund A. Walsh, "Geopolitics and International Morals,"
Ctanpaas of the World , ed. Hans W. Weigart and Vllbjalmur atefansson
IHew York: Haomlllan, 19kh) , p. 22.

US
^-'G. Etzel Pearcy and Others, World Political Geography. (Hew

Tork: Crowell and Co., 19U8), p. Iffl
—'^~*
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Who rules Eastern Europe commands the Heartland:
Who rules the Heartland coimnands the World-Island:
Who rules the World-Island coramands the World. f+o

General Haushofer, because of his field commands and general

staff experiences during World War I, was one of the few geographers

of that time who appreciated Macklnder'3 theory and perhaps recog-

nized what military control of this area meant. He was personally

acquainted with Hitler and, although he never actually advocated

outright war with Bussla, he frequently mentioned that there should

be a conquest by subversion, beginning with a German-Soviet alli-

ance.^' This alliance would then be followed by a gradual Gei^man

encroachment on Russia's military and exonomlc systems, Haushofer'a

writings and personal contacts presented to Hitler general ideas

•bout the future of the Third Reich In the world and seemed to

justify Hitler's position about the control of Zwlachen-Europa .^°

Hitler, therefore, decided that the German objective on the

coming campaign should be the seizure of Russia's 'key points' and,

after careful study, decided upon two soch areas, Stalingrad and

B«ktt.'»9 .'
,

The capture of Baku and the rich oil fields of the Caucasus

meant an oil supply for the Geimian forces and an oil famine for

the Soviet Union. According to Haushofer, taking Stalingrad meant

'*°Halford J. Mackinder, Democratic Ideals and Reality; A
Study In the Politics of Reconstruction (Mew York; Henry Holt.
X'ikP) , p. i-bO.

't'^Lewls M. Alexander, WoTld Political Patterns . (Chicago:
Rand McHally, 1957), p. li.

"

Pearcy, World Political Geography , p. 19.

''smith. Infantry Journal . No. 59, p. 16.
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aequtrLng a gr«at armuMnt center and the control of the Volga

River, Russia's spinal column. Once the Volga was reached and

Stalingrad was captured, a double victory would be won. The vi-

tal Volga traffic would be halted and the Red Army deprived of the

thousands of tanks and artillery being constructed In the Stalin-

grad factories. The Inrportant decision for Hitler was apparently

how to take these areas, and not If he should do It.

And so, because of the above geographical reasons and for the

later-itientloned social and economic considerations, Hitler's am-

bitions toward the Ukraine had the most Important Impact on mili-

tary operations. The TJkralne, due to Its size, fertility, and

richness In raw materials, was from the beginning, the most Impor-

tant goal of Hitler's expansion policy In eastern Europe. To

conquer suid secure this area was an essential part of the lebensraum

theory. 5° Therefore, It Is not surprising that Hitler should

supercede all other considerations to select the Ukraine as the

logical striking point after the failure of the 19U1 campaign.

It Is at this point that an In^ortant question should be ex-

amined. What constitutes a victory In a war with another nation?

Is It the complete defeat of the enemy's army In the field? Or

Is It capturing the enemy's means with which he wages war? Or

perhaps Is It both? Regai^less of the answer. It Is popularly

agreed that to capture the enemy's means to make war means being

pj^epared to wage a war of attrition. It can be severely doubted

that Hitler recognized this factor because It can be assumed that

he realized that Oermany was In no position to wage a war of

50Kamenetskll, Hitler's Occupation of the Ukraine , p. II.
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attrition and on several occasions he expressed cognizance of

problems Involving limitations In resources.

The differences In strategic considerations concerning the

selection of the main effort for the 19l;2 oaitqpalgn pinpoint the

principal differences between Hitler and the OKW, An offensive

against Moscow offered the possibility of smashing the main

Soviet forces which were concentrated not only for the defense of

the capital, but also because of the great and manifold signifi-

cance of the city as the hub of the lAole Soviet communications

network west of the Orals. Of less obvious linportance were the

economic Implications. The Moscow solution cotxld be considered as

the most attractive from a military point of view. It Is sound

military logic that the destruction of the enemy's main forces

will Inevitably sooner or later produce economic results also;

If his military strength Is eliminated or reduced to negligible

proportions, his vital Industrial areas will Inevitably fall,

thus obviating the opponent's need to fight for them.^^

The Stalingrad and Caucasus solution, on the other hand,

was a victory for the eeonomlo and political point of view. It

was predicated on the theory that the destruction or elimination

of the enemy's essential Industries tuid food supplies would so

weaken his war potential Indirectly, that hla army In the field,

no matter how strong It might be In theory, would In practice be

useless. Hitler's train of thought seemed to be dominated by

the obsession: Ukrainian corn and cattle, coal and Iron from the

5^Smlth, Infantry Journal . Ho. 59, p. 15.

5%mlth, Infantry Journal . Wo. 59, p. 16.
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Donets Basin and Krlvoy Rog, Caucasian oil and the blockade of

the Volga. ^^

A strategy directed at the destiTuctlon of the enen^is economy

Is probably more certain and longer lasting than a p\irely military

one, but It Is much slower. A nation that adopts such a stirategy

nust Itself be very strong economically and must have plenty of

tine and be able to take the long vlev. None of these conditions

existed for Germany, or at least, not In sufficient quantity.

German strength and sitperlorlty rested with the Wehrmacht . In the

purely military possibilities of offensive action.

The Chief of the General Staff, Haider, nay have preferred

the Moscow solution and even strongly urged the adoption of It,

but he could not completely Ignore the economic factors. Although

he expresses his doubts on several occasions, he eventtially ac-

quiesced to the southern decision. The decision was an lii5>ortant

and a difficult one, and It Is here that Haider must share part

of the blame for the disaster that was to follow.^

It had been proposed that Hitler had even more grandiose plans

than the seizure of the Ukraine for lebensraum . There is the

possibility that Hitler had more In mind than oil when he ordered

the seizure of Baku. Baku signified the portals to Asia. This

could have been a continuation of Napoleon* s dream of conquest In

India and the smashing of the British En^jlre. Baku, was, after all.

^'Helnz Schroeter, Stalingrad , trans. Constantlne Pltzglbbon
(New York: Dutton and Co., 19!3B), p, 9.

^^Ouderlan, Panzer Leader, p. I70,
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only 700 miles from the Persian Oulf . A German army at Basra

would stand squarely on Britain's life-line. It would sever the

link between India and the British Isles. It has since been ad-

vanced that this was Hitler's true 19Jj2 objective. ^^

The proposal suggests that there was a grand strategy In-

volving a double envelopment using von Klelat In the north and

Rommel In a drive through the Suez linking up with von Klelst at

Basra.-' This particular plan should not be considered seriously,

however, for the treatment accorded to the Panzerarmee Afrlka

during the Libyan Caii5)algns does not lead one to believe that

Hitler seriously Intended using Rommel for this gigantic scheme.5?

In fact, the same difficulties occured In Libya that were later

to occur at Stalingrad. Hitler refused to permit Rommel freedom

of action and Insisted that he retain eveiTy piece of ground In-

stead of permitting the type of mobile defense that Rommel could

execute so brilliantly.^® The fact that the Supreme Conanand ig-

nored the logistical problem In Africa tends to prove the premise

that Rommel was not Involved In any such planning. It Is tru«,

however, that von Klelst did receive planning orders for the In-

vasion of Persia, to be Implemented after he secured the Caucasus.

These orders came from General Warllmont, Keltel's deputy at 0K»

5'Smlth, Infantry Journal . No. 59, p. 17.

"ouderlan. Panzer Leader , p. 16.

'"^Puller, The Second World War . 1939-191^5, p. 13l(.,

58pi.iedrlch Wllhelm von Mellenthln, Panzer Battles , trans.
H. Betzler (Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma Press, 1955)
p. I46.



In July, 19^2.^'

Thiis the selected area for the spring and summer assaults

of 19!t2, waa to be the southern third of the Eastern Front, a

300 mile stretch between Eurak and the Sea of Azov. Here the Rus-

sian armies were weaker In men, guns, and tanlia than In the Moscow

area. Many of the generals favored one feature of Hitler's strat-

egy, the seizure of the oil In the Caucasus, because the German

oil crisis was acute. During the entire winter there had been

successive, though brief, oil famines along the snowbound eastern

front, first In one army, then In another. These shortages re-

sulted from the transportation difficulties that the Germans were

experiencing. The fronts now lay far from the sotirce of oil, six

hundred miles from the synthetic plants In central Germany, three

hundred miles from the Romanian refineries. The hastily constructed

military railroads crossing the vast steppes were overtaxed and It

was obvious that oil could not be supplied to the armies In suf-

ficient quantities If the distances grew any greater. And so,

the stage was set for the German campaign of 19U2, one which would

bring to them military catastrophe.

59yon Hellenthln, Panzer Battles , p. 11^7.

^Ou.S., Dep
Campaign , p. 27.

°Ou.S., Department of the Army, Terrain Factors In the Russian
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CaiPTER II

THE ASSAUIfl" OIT STALINGRAD

Before the Germans could open their auimnep campaign toward

Stalingrad, the Htisslans launched an attack of their own on the

southern front. This attack, led by Marshal Tlmoshenko, was di-

rected toward Kharkov, probably the strongest point on the entire

German front. The Soviet troops drove forward on a seventy mile

front and at the end of the fifth day of the battle, Tlmoshenko'

s

divisions had advanced from twelve to thirty-seven miles. On May

13, 19U2, the Soviet Information Bureau Issued a communique stating

that Tlmoshenko was striking toward the weak Oerman front to re-

lieve possible German presstire on Moscow. The Isstianee of the

announcement demonstrates how successful the German forces were

In deceiving the Russians about the build-up of their forces on

the southern front In preparation for the drive on Stalingrad

and the Caucasus

.

This deception was evidenced when, on Hay 19, Army Group

South directed by Field Marshal von Bock (later by Generaloberst

von Velehs) launched a counterattack at the Russian flank In the

Izliua-Barenkovo sector. Just south of Kharkov. The Russian troops,

very much sitrprlsed by the Genoan strength, could not continue

the attack and by May 30, the battle was over. Both aides claimed

victory In this engagement but the truth of what happened can be

surmised from the curious figures listed by the Soviet government

Stalingrad (Moscow: Foreign Languages Publishing House, I9I4.3)

p. 5.
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for Its own casualties: 5,000 dead and 70,000 missing.'^ While

It might be reasonable to accept the Soviet clalma that It was

Ker«l7 trying to forestall a German offensive, Moscow could

hardly assume that It had been successful, for only a little more

than a week later, on June 10, the Germans launched their summer

offensive that was to take them all the way to Stalingrad,

Tlmoshenko rapidly disengaged his troops when he realized

thftt Lis army vaa In no condition to meet the fresh German panzer

foreea which were moving to the front. By this tine the Eleventh

German Army under the command of Peldmarschall Erich von Hansteln

had nearly completed the successful operation In the Crimea.

Sevastopol had fallen and It was Just a matter of time until the

peninsula was entirely In German hands.

The German summer offensive and the subsequent breakthrough

to the Don River clearly Illustrate the principles which governed

the German conduct of operations before the assumption of command

by Hitler. Mobile operations and the coordinated tank warfare

explain why the Germans achieved such spectacular Initial suc-

cesses. The German offensive during June and July, 19U2, demon-

strates most emphatically the Importance of maneuver In modern

warfare. As Generaloberst Heinz Guderlan repeatedly expressed

Iti "The engine of a tank Is no less a weapon than Its gun."^

The siunmer offeiislve was Initially entriisted to the forces

of Army Group South (redesignated Army Groi;^) B on July 1), which

^Walter B. Kerr, The Russian Army; Its Men. Its Leaders .

Its Battles . (New York:' A.A. ffnopf and Co., 1%!;), p. IBU.

'Guderlan, Panzer Leader, p. 239.
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coi^rlaed three armies Including the Sixth and Second Oersian

Armies and Its main striking force, the Fourth Panzer Army. The

mission of Army Group South was to break through the Soviet front

In the Kursk sector. After the breakthrough the Fourth Panzer

Army was to swing south. Incorporating the tanks supporting the

Sixth German Army on Its flank, and continue southwards along the

Don. It was hoped that many Soviet divisions would thus be en-

circled In the bend of the river between Rostov and Voronezh and

could then be dealt with piecemeal. •+

As Marshal Tlmoshenko withdrew with the bulk of the Russian

forces, he committed the 62nd Soviet AiTiiy under General-Leltenant

Vaslll Chulkov to slow the German advance. Chulkov's army was

ordered to delay In depth, while Tlmoshenko regrouped his entire

forces northeast between Stalingrad and Moscow. Apparently the

Russians were still In doubt as to exactly where the German main

attack was going to be directed, and by moving his force north

Tlmoshenko would be In a position to reinforce both the Moscow

and Stalingrad areas. Chulkov realized that he would not be able

to atop a German advance before It reached Stalingrad, but he

was confident that he could furnish enough opposition to force the

Germans to commit the bulk of their strength In that area, there-

by enabling the Soviet High Command to plan counter measures.^

Plan Blue, as the German offensive was called, left the bulk

'^von Mellenthln, Panzer Battles, p. 155.

Vladimir I. Chulkov, Street Fighting - The Lessons of Stal-ingrad^ (Londonj Hutchlnaon and <io.,'^191vJ}, p. IB.
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of the hard fighting to Ariay Groitp South and the Fourth Panzer

Army. This army groiqj attack was to be siQiported on the right

flank by the newly formed Army Group A consisting of the Seven-

teenth Oernan Army and Its striking force, the First Panzer Army.

Following closely behind the attacking echelons on a broad front

were to be four allied armies, namely the Third and Fourth Ro-

manian Armies, the Eighth Italian Army and the Second Hungarian

Army. The Sixth and Second German Armies were to attack slraul-

tanoouflly and protect the flanks and rear of the panser forces,

particularly the northern flank which would be exposed and highly

vulnerable. Army Group South was to advance across Ideal tank

country, the Russian steppe, consisting of open rolling plain,

on which tanks could maneuver unopposed by any natural barrier.

Because Marshal Tlmoshenko's Front had been weakened In his

abortive attack south of Kharkov In May, and because the Soviet

High Command had disposed Its strategic reserves In the apparent

belief that the Germans would attack In the Moscow area, the

German assault between Kursk and Kharkov, launched on June 28, came

as a complete tactical surprise. A breakthrough was achieved, and

the Fourth Panaer Army thundered through the gap and headed for

the Don.' The die had been cast, the troops committed and Stal-

ingrad lay Just around the corner.

The Germans managed to achieve rather startling success in

Plannt^';Ad"gg^,^'g?!^*.°^.^^?..J^"°^'
^he German Campaign tn R.n.t.:

7see map on page 30. von Mellenthln, Panzer Battles , p. 156.
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a
the opening stages of this summer campaign. Generaloberst Both,

the commander of the Fourth Panzer Army, had orders to reach the

Don River at Voronezh and then make a turn to the south. He met

this objective, covering 120 miles In ten days, fighting continu-

ously on the Kay. Twelve miles a day Is excellent progress even

for tanks. The attack was so successful that many generals In the

High Coauaand felt that the Russians had been entirely routed.^

Speculation on the reasons for the spectacular successes led

to disputes In the OKH. Some felt, as mentioned, that the Rus-

sians had been entirely smashed. Actually only a small niunber of

prisoners had been taken, thus rejecting the contention that the

Germans had been able to encircle any Soviet forces as they had

originally Intended. Other generals in the OKH felt that they

had only smashed through a weakly defended sector of the Russian

front and that the bulk of the Russian forces had not yet been

eomiBltted, This latter evaluation proved to be the case.^°

On July 1, Army Group South was redesignated Anay Group B,

°Ten days before the beginning of the attack, on June 18,
the chief operations officer of the 23rd Panzer Division was
making an aerial reconnaissance of the route that hla division,
the leading one In the assault, would take. In his brief case,
contrary to all operating procedures, was the complete corps op-
erations order for the attack. This particular officer flew out
too far over the lines and was shot down by Russian anti-aircraft
fire. A patrol was sent out Immediately to try and rescue him,
but when this patrol reached the scene, they found him gone, and
with him, all his papers. It therefore seems that Soviet Intell-
igence authorities had available to them all the Information
needed to combat the planned attack, but apparently this breach
of security was not exploited and although the attack was assumed
by the German commanders to be compromised. It turned out to be a
success. Schroeter, Stalingrad , p. 20.

"schroeter, Stalingrad , p. 21.

^°3chroeter, Stalingrad , p. 22.
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Four cla^s later Field Marshal on Book was relieved of his command,

outwardly because Hitler was dissatisfied with the taanner In which

von Bock had exploited the Voronezh operation, but In reality be-

cause Hitler wanted to tighten his control over the summer cam-

paign. The command of the krmj- Group was given to Oeneraloberat

Maximilian von Welchs, the former comisander of the Second GeiMsan

Army under von Boek,

The German advance to the Con River and the subsequent ex-

ploitation toward Rostov and the Don bend Illustrate the tremen-

dous offensive power of the blitzkrieg concept when properly ap-

plied and executed. The tactical superiority of the panzer units

over Russian armor was demonstrated over and over again. The

concept of mobile operations In excellent tank terrain requires

control by commanders who are at the front and can see first-

hand what measures have to be taken on the spot. The German for-

ces possessed such leaders, but they also had Adolf Hitler.

Hitler apparently regarded the Russians as completely de-

feated, and prepared to act accordingly. He began urging speed

In securing the Caucasus. The rapid advance toward the Don had

brought about a severe logistical shortage to the attacking

troops. Hitler now believed that It vsta not necessary to main-

tain so fast a pace, since the Russians were so badly beaten.

He divided his main force Into two portions, thereby forming two

salients. The more northerly pointed straight towards Stalingrad

•nd now the southern one towards the Caucasus. Salients have

U.S., Department of the Army, The German Campaign In
Russia; Planning and Operations , p. 1137

—

—
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always been regaivJed by military cotamanders as dangerous, since

their flanks become prime targets for counterattack. If the base

of the salient In addition Is also narrow. It Is doubly dangerous,

for a counterattack can then easily cut off the salient and en-

circle It, In actuality, however, the Russians had never deployed

large forces along their southern front. Since this was the ease.

It meant that the Russians had large reserves In the Moscow area,

and It was logical to assume that sometime they would appear on

the scene. It was therefore undesti^ble, and even foolhardy for

the German forces to divide their strength In the manner In which

they did. Hitler's misconception of the situation regarding

Soviet strength and capabilities marked another glaring error In

his military ability.

Generaloberst Prledrlch von Paulua, comaandlng the elite,

battle-proven Sixth German Army, received the mission to capture

Stalingrad. Despite the fact that the Sixth Am^r vns essentially

an Infantry organization. Hitler chose It Instead of a panzer

army to accomplish the task because of the acute fuel shortage

that existed In Army Group B at this time. To grasp the full Im-

pact of Hitler's decision to entrust the Sixth Army with the

major responsibility of continuing the attack on Stalingrad, It

Is necessary to understand the terrain In this vicinity. The land

between the Don and Volga Rivers Is steppe country with desert

characteristics. The altitude varies between 225 and 500 feet

above mean sea level. There could be no finer terrain for tanks

than this area, yet the Infantry was later to be Impeded by nu-

merous balkas (literally translated! ravine) marking the area.
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which made excellent defenalve locations for opposing Infantry.

Artillery stqiport was made very difficult since the highest points

In the entire region did not exceed 600 feet, thereby making ao-

12
curate adjustment of fire from the ground exceedingly difficult.

As a result the Infantry had neither tank nor accurate artillery

fire support for their operation.

The second large task force. Army Group A, \n.a concentrated

near the Sea of Azov under Field Marshal von List, It was von

List's mission to overrun the whole Caucasus area and capture Baku.

The principal elements of this force were the Seventeenth Amy

eorananded by Oeneraloberst Ruoff , and the First Panzer Army under

Generaloberst von Klelst, However, before the offensive In the

Caucasus began, trouble developed between Hitler and von List.

Von List apparently did not like Hitler's far-reaching plan, and

he believed that his southern army group was too weak In numbers

ever to reach Baku. When von List made these views known to

Hitler he was relieved of his command and von Klelst was appointed

In his place, ^-^ This action undermined German confidence In the

entire operation.

In the north von Paulxis received his orders to attack Stal-

ingrad on June 18, 19lj2. The attack across the Don was fixed

for August 19, but was later postponed to August 21. The attack

12h.T. Mlrov, Geography of Russia . (Hew York: Wiley and
Sons, 195^1), p. vik-

^^smlth. Infantry Journal . Ko. 59, p. 16.

^A text of this order Is Included In Appendix C.
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ma well organized and proceeded according to schedule, despite

severe losses suffered from the pockets of Russian resistance

along the Sixth Am^'s path. Without the support of tanks, the

Infantrymen had to reduce these pockets of resistance themselves.

By the evening of August 23, many elements of the Sixth Army had

reached to within thlrty-slx miles of the outskirts of Stalingrad.

Because of the high losses that the Sixth Amiy was suffering, von

Faulus was finally able to obtain tanks, released from assignment

to elements of the Fourth Panzer Army, to help In the final stages

of the dash to the city. With the aid of this armored support,

the Sixth Arn^ was able to eliminate the pockets of resistance

with little difficulty.

Farther south. In the Donets Basin near the Sea of Azov, the

assault on the Caucasus began at about the same time. Initially

this attack also made good progress. Rostov was captured on July

27. Here von Klelst's Army Group A turned southeastward and

headed for the mountains. With every mile the Genuans advanced,

their logistical support problems grew. The railroads In these

regions had been few and poor even In peacetime. Wow the Russians

had destroyed them. In consequence of this, the Oennan engineers

were confronted with the perplexing problem of rebuilding them

quickly enough to keep the advancing troops supplied. This task

was beyond the limits of their capabilities. Hence, the Initial

speed of the German advance could not be maintained. To maintain

movement at all, an even greater reliance had to be placed on the

motor supply columns. Actually, there were no paved roads In all

southeast Ruasla, but In good weather the treeless steppes were
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dry and firm and they presented no serious obstacle to the panzer

eoltunns. It was the winter months that road movement In the

Caucasus became hazardous. Thus, the second salient on the G-erman

front was established. Of the two salients, the one towards

Stalingrad was faced with the greatest danger.

From Moscow many railroads led to the south and southeast,

and It was not a difficult task for the Soviet High Commsuid to

move southward the large reaerres they had been assembling through^

out the winter and spring around Moscow. Sooner or later a cotmter-

attack against the northern shoulder of that salient was bound to

come. Furthermore, the left flank of the Sixth Army depended oB

the unreliable protection of the Italian, Htingarlan and Romantsin

troops that had been earlier assigned this mission. The Inherent

danger In a salient of this magnitude should have been recognized

by the Supreme Command after the disaster In 1918, when the French

and American troops attacked at Solssons Into the flank of the

Chateau-Thierry salient, and forced a general retreat of the

German amies In that area. Hitler apparently never profited from

any study of military history that he may have made. He may not

have even been aware of the danger he was running when he made

the decision to extend the salient Into Stalingrad. It seems In-

excusable, however, for the generals In OKtf to have permitted

such a situation to develop. Even front line commanders, such as

Mansteln, have expressed amazement that the Supreme Command would

^^heodore Shabad, OeoRraphy of the P.S.S.R.. A Regional
Study . (HewTork: Columbia University Press, igs>l), p. 91.

—
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have allowed this to oeeur.

By August 2k, the first German units had jreaehed the little

villages of Rlnok and Erzovka on the Volga River Juat north of

Stalingrad, This action severed Stalingrad from the north be-

cause the capture of these villages cut the rail line leading

into the city. The only avenue of eonmunleatlon left with the

north was the Volga Itself. ^^ The First Battle Group of the 79th

Panzer Grenadier Regiment was the tirat German unit to reach the

Volga, If at this time there had been two Infantry divisions

available In the northern sector to attack Stalingrad Itself,

they would have teilcen the city with practically no resistance

since the Russian troops under Cbulkov were attempting to consol-

1 ft

Idate their positions and were not prepared for an assault.

The 62nd Army, being extremely short of personnel due to Its se-

vere fighting to delay the Sixth Army In Its drive toward the city,

began to recruit personnel from the civilian ranks that had re-

oalned In the city. " Resistance against the German Infantxy

literally rose from almost nowhere. In the last operating fac-

tory (Red October) the last Christy tank had been welded together,

the arsenels had been eo^tted and all civilians capable of bearing

arms were given weapons , Boatmen on the river, workers In the

^"Erlch von Mansteln, Lost Victories, trans, Anthony G.
Powell (Chicago: Henry Regnery, 195HJ, p. 290,

•^'Schroeter, Stalingrad , p. 30,

1 ft

^"Andre E, Stupov and Viktor L, Kokunov, 62-lya Armlya Y
Bolakh Za Stalingrad , (Moskva: Voennoye Izdatelstvo, 19!;9) , p, 38.

^''chulkov. Street Fighting - The Lessons of Stalingrad.
p. Ik.
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apmament factories and half-grown youths were recruited and a-

lerted by the sounding of the alr-rald warnings and by the place-

ment of proclamations on the walls of the buildings. ^^

To achieve an understanding of the situation at this time,

a brief description of Stalingrad must be Included. The city It-

self Is about twenty miles long and It was within this twenty

mile sector that the Sixth Oerman Army was facing the 62nd Soviet

Army. There were five main objectives In the city which the

Sixth krmj Headquarters coxialdered necessary to reduce In order

to secure the city. These were, moving frcwi north to south, the

Stalingrad Tractor Plant, the Barricades Machine Construction

Factory, the Red October Factory, the business center of Stalin-

grad and the heights of the Mamal Kurgan. All but the latter

were eventually taken by the German troops before the Initiation

of the great Soviet counter-offensive.

While the German divisions held a ring around Stalingrad

with a frontage of seven miles facing the north, three miles a-

long the Volga and Juat over five miles In the northern outskirts

of the city, elements of the 16th Panzer Division were caught

In a critical position, which a shortage of fuel and ammunition

aggravated. In a matter of hours the division had become en-

circled by units of the 61»th Soviet Amy which was supporting

the 62nd Army on the Russian right flank. This stiffening of re-

sistance was a forewarning of things to come. Through the timely

P. 39.
20stupov and Kokunov, 62-lya Amlya V Bolakh 2a Stalingrad .
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arrival of a supply train, however, the division iinder the command

of Qeneralleutnant Hube managed to break out of the pocket,

Generaloberst von Wletershelm, the eomnander of the XIT

Panzer Corps, of which the 16th Panzer Division was a part, re-

alized that the situation around Stallngz>ad was deteriorating

rapidly, for the Russian attacks were becoming stronger and

bolder. The tine was fast approaching when his corps would no

longer be able to protect the Sixth Army from attacks from the

left (north) flaak. He made a recommendation to von Faulus that

the units operating In the Stalingrad area be withdrawn to the

west bank of the Don unless strong reinforcements could be ob-

tained. Had this proposal been accepted, ther« would have been

no Stalingrad disaster. However, It was neither accepted, nor

ware reinforcements sent forward. The only results of von

Wleteiwhelm's report was that he was relieved of his command and

21rwplaced by General Hube.

By September 8, the front had stabilized. There was furious

fighting within the city, but on the northern front all became

quiet. Within Stalingrad, complete chaos existed. Men shot

flrat and asked questions afterwards. Sapping and mining were

carried out with great Intensity and life in the elty was driven

underground Into the sewesrs webbing Stallngirad. Each building

22
was a fortress and each room a keep. Russian civilians who

i*emalned In their homos were ordered evacuated from the city by

^^on Mellenthln, Panzer Battles , p. 165.

^SJhulkov, Street Fighting - The Lessons of Stalingrad .

p. 23.
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G«man units. As a result thousands died from the cold.^ This

action was justified by the Gewiians on the grounds that any Rus-

sian was a possible sniper, and raany Geinnan lives had been lost

due to civilian action.

By the afternoon of September Hi, the first of the German

panzer columns broke Into the center of Stallngi>ad and seized the

Manal Kurgan, the height which centuries before a Tfctar chieftan

had used as a burial ground. From this peak the Qennans were ab-

le to dominate the city. Ten days before the capture of the

Manal Kurgan, the commander of the Stalingrad Front, General-

Polkovnlk Andrei Teremenko, had made preparations to neutralise

the possible loss of this height by ordering General Chulkov to

transfer his army artillery to the east bank of the Volga River

where It would be safe from tank raids and observation from the

Mamal Kurgan while still being able to shell the German positions

In the city. Prom out of range of the light German assault guns,

the 62nd Arny Artillery proceeded to make life miserable for ar-

tillery observers on the Mamal Kurgan, by raining the favorite

Russian "porets I sol« (pepper and salt; an artillery mixture of

alternating rounds of high explosive and white phosphorous de-

signed to both produce casualties and smoke a target) on the

height.^

The recapture of the Bamal Kurgan, marks the turn of the tide

23
,«i o f*®;!

Bor-Ramenskll, "Iz Istorll Oborony Stallngrada
19i».2 godu," Istorlchesklye Zaplskl . Ho. 53, 1955. p. 27.

Isdatfistvo:'i9t[];)!°;!"i3;!'"° P°' Stallnffradom
, (Moskva: Voennoye
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In the battle for the elty. Thla battle has been widely aeelalawd

In the Soviet TTnlon since It marlcs the point where the Russians

gained the Initiative In the battle, and hence, marks the turning

point of the war In the east. While General Chulkov was preparing

positions within the remaining areas of the city still held by the

62nd Amy, General Teremenko summoned more reserve divisions from

the x^ar. One of these divisions was the 13th Guards Rifle Dt>

vision, commanded by thirty-eight year old General-Mai or Alexander

Rodlmtsev, To thla division went the mission of retaking the

heights. When General Rodlmtsev received his orders assigning bis

division to the 62nd Army, he was on the east bank of the Volga.

Since the attack had been ordered Immediately, the division was

forced to cross the Volga In broad daylight, under artillery fir*

all the way, and to begin the assault right after completing the

crossing. The crossing was successful but heavy losses were suf-

fered. tJpon landing the regiments of the division made their

farasd charge to the top of the height. The division suffered

nearly 90^ eastialtles but took their objective. ^^

After the loss by the Germans of Mamal Kurgan, the fighting

In the city degenerated to pitched battles for each building.

Paulua made a glaring error In this phase of the fighting by

calling In most of his engineer ttnlts to reduce many of the

buildings that had proven too difficult for the Infantry to take.

Although the engineers did a thorough and complete Job In all

their assignments, they suffered tremendous casualties (755?) In

2?Stupov and Kokonov, 62-lya Armlya V Bolakh Za Stalingrad.
p. 157.
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their combat assignments. After the encirclement, Paulus sorely

needed these sane engineers to prepare and maintain the airstrips

desperately required to supply the Sixth Army from the air, but

replacements In skilled personnel were by that time no longer

available. The fighting continued on this basis until the Rus-

sian offensive. On November 17, Hitler announced the fall of the

city. This announceii»nt was prematui?e but not entirely lncori?ect.

The Sixth Army held almost all of the built-up sections of the

city, the public squares and all the factories. At two places

within the city they controlled the bank of the Volga.

Although they had captured most of Stalingrad, the Germans

sere never able to retake the moat strategic point, the Mamal

Kurgan, which dominated the Volga. Nor could they eliminate the

pockets of resistance that remained becavise of the tenacious re-

sistance of the defenders. Furthermore, the constant threat re-

mained to the German flanks from the 61)th Araiy to the northwest

of the city. These areas were also supported by the am^ heavy

artillery on the other side of the Volga. So well dug In was

this artillery avpport, that German counterbattery fire never re-

27
dtteed their rate of fire, '

During the middle part of November, Stalin made the decision

to launch his eounteroffenslve. The command stnicture of the Red

Army was reorganized. A Headquarters of the Supreme Command (OKO)

was created with Stalin as supreme Commander-in-Chief. (See

26
Schroeter, Stalingrad , p. 36.

^^chulkov. Street Fighting - The Lessons of Stalingrad, p. 31.
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Appendix B) In a major command ahakeup. Marshal ZhukoT replaced

r&irshal Tlmoshenko. Zhukov now commanded the entire theatre of

operations. Subordinate to him were General-Polkovnlk Yeremenko

as commander of the Stalingrad Front, General-Polkovnlk K. P.

Vatutln as commander of the Southwestern Front, and Gene]?al-

Leltenant K. K. Rokossovsky as commander of the Don Front. Aiding

Marshal Zhukov In the planning and operations of this theatre were

General-Polkovnlk A. M. Vassllevskll and General-Polkovnlk Ar-

tlllerll IT. If. Voronov. These three men planned and executed the

destruction of the Sixth Army.
°

At no time was Hitler's Ignorance of even elementary strategy

more clearly shown than by his lack of effort to broaden the base

of the Stalingrad salient to the north and replace the unreliable

allies as the flank security. Not a single local attack worthy

of mention was made to expand Its shoulders. Instead, Hitler

sought to push the tip of the salient even deeper into the steppes.

Thus, when in September the German forces reached the suburbs of

Stalingrad and that epic struggle began on the streets of the

city, the salient had become a vast trap and the only question

was how soon the Russians would spring It. Von Mansteln considered

It an open Invitation for the Russians to encircle the Sixth

Array.

^

It would be well at this point to examine the allied armies

28Kerr, The Russian Army; Its Men. Its Iieadera. Its Battles.
p. 192.

" •

29q̂Stalingrad , p. 2.

3°von Mansteln, Lost Victories, p. 292.
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proTldlug the flanV security of the attacking forces, since It

was to be their collapse that was to Initiate the disaster of the

Sixth Anny. It Is of Interest to note the reasons why troops of

the allied nations, whose combat value was very suspect, were or-

ganized Into closed mllltaiTr units and, what Is more, placed next

to one another In the very sensitive place behind the attacking

echelons. In the past, the sucessful method of stiffening such

unreliable forces with Germsui units had proved successful. Why

then was this method not adopted In the Stalingrad area? The

answer seems to be political In nature. In particular, (brshal

Antoneseu of Romania and Hussollnl had made the exlstance of the

Independent national imlts the main condition on which they had

agi>eed to operating In this theatre of operations. Furthermore,

In view of the vast amount of man-power required for the extended

operations In the Uk3?alne, it was considered that the risk,

which was recognized, might be taken since the allied armies,

with a few exceptions, would not take part In any assault opera-

tions but would sliqply take up the ]:>ear and be prepared to assume

their defensive mission when they reached the Don.^ As It was

to turn out, the combat reliability of the allied divisions had

been overestimated long before the operations had begun. This

may have been partly due to the early success of the Romanian

troops, who fought well In the early campaigns of 19!tl. It must

be recognized, however, that the early Romanian successes were

accoii5)llshed by volunteei^, while the Stalingrad troops were mostly

^^Wllllam E. D. Allen and P. Kuratoff, The Russian Campaigns
of 19ltl-19tt3 . (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 19lUtJ, p. 215.
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composed of reluctant conscripts.

And so It eajoe to pass, that the notable victories of June

and July, 19lt2, were thrown away because Hitler lacked the stra-

tegic Insight to exploit success, and fumbled at the moment when

decisive gains wei^ nearly within reach. The Russians had suffered

gx>eat losses and their High Command (Stavka) was badly rattled,

but It was mandatory for the Qernans at this time to give them no

opportunity to regain their poise,^^ Therefore, Hitler's decision

to slow up the offensive on Stalingrad because of the German force's

shortage of fuel, and his concentration with the assault In the

Caucasus during the summer months, appears to be a crucial mistake,

assuming, of course, that von Klelst Is correct In his statements.

The second great mistake made by Hitler was to weaken the

Caucasus force by taking troops for the aid of the Stalingrad

garrison after It had been unable to reduce the city. When Stal-

ingrad was not taken In the first i-ush. It would have been better

to have withdrawn this effort In favor of the Caucasus offensive,

reducing the Stalingrad salient. By concentrating his offensive

on Stalingrad and resorting to siege warfare. Hitler played Into

32pi.eld Marshal von Klelst, comnander of the First Panzer
Aru^, has since asserted that Stalingrad could have been taken
successfully only In July, 19lt2, and he Informed Basil H. Llddell
Hart In an Interview:

The Fourth Panzer Army was advancing on my left. It
could have taken Stalingrad without a fight at the end of
July, but It was diverted south to help me In crossing the
Don. I did not need Its aid, and It merely congested the
roads I was using. When It had turned north again, a fort-
night later, the Russians had gathered just sufficient forces
at Stalingrad to check it. Basil H. Llddell Hart, The Other

Side of the Hill . (London: Cassell and Co., 19lt8), p. 214.
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the hands of the Soviet High Command. In street fighting the

Germans lost all their advantages of mobile operations, iriille the

Inadeqtiately trained but stubborn Russian Infantry exacted a heavy

toll of the tled-down German forces. Therefore, In the fall of

19l|2, Hitler committed a violation of the oldest and simplest

principle of war: Ignoring the principle of concentration. The

diversion of effort between the Caucasixs and Stalingrad ruined

the entli« German campaign and ultimately lost for Germany the

war in the east.

' :,
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CIUPTER III

THE DEPESSE AHD THE PALL OP STALINGRAD

The situation In both the Ukraine and the Caucasus had de-

generated by the middle of November, 19^2, to a positional and

atatle type of warfare. Anny Group A's offensive In the Caucasus

had practically come to a standstill near the end of August and

by Hoveniber It waa on the defensive. Its ultimate objective, the

advance through Tbilisi to Baku, had not been achieved. As a

result of this failure. Army Group A was faced by an unbeaten

enemy, a situation that was fraught with serious hazard to Its

very survival. The Caucasian operation, with the northern flank

advancing towards the Caspian coast, necessitated strategic flank

protection along the lower reaches of the Volga. Such protection

could not be achieved by operations In the narrow isthums between

the Don and Volga River, that Is to say between Kalatch and Stal-

ingrad. This flank protection required a strong force which eoold

throw back any foz>ce that attempted to move westward across the

lower Volga. Such a force would have to avoid being drawn Into

operations In and about Stalingrad, so that It could remain free

to carry out Its primary defensive role. Needless to say, the

often-proposed solution to evacuate Stalingrad and keep German

ground forces away from a battle of attrition, which Germany

could not possibly win, was not carried out. Instead, the Fourth

Panzer A«ny and the Sixth Army were entirely committed to the

action In Stalingrad and as a r«sult, lost their freedom of move-

ment. Thus, with all available fighting troops tied down by the
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operations In th« Oaueasus and Stalingrad, the Germans had no

strategic resenres available anywhere to combat any new Russian

opelotions.

The small number of prisoners taken during the summer oper-

ations seemed to convince the German leaders In OEV that the Red

Army t«s deliberately avoiding a decisive battle. Hitler's com-

plete failure to appraise correctly the Rtisslan operational

strategy resulted In the fantastic miscalculation that the Rus-

sians were at the end of their strength. Greatly concerned. Gen-

eral Haider attempted to prove to the sceptics at OEW that the

Russians had assembled large forces and equipment In the Volga

region. Figures that Haider had available to him showed that the

Russians had assembled a million men In the Saratov area and a-

nother half-million east of the Caucasus,^ Production figures

furnished by Intelligence soiirces stated that the Russians were

producing 1,500 tanks a month, as compared to German tank pro-

duetlon of only 600. Figures such as these prove that the Rus-

sians were not beaten as yet, and perhaps it would have been well

for OKW to consider some of the suggestions made by Haider.

Within the ai^a of Army Group B, the Rtisslans had thrown

many heretofore unidentified units Into the operations south of

Erasno Armelsk. The Fourth Panzer Army observed, and repeatedly

reported, evidence that an attack was being planned of far more

'Schroeter, Stalingrad , p. 1|6.

^mlth. Infantry Journal . Wo. 59» p. 19.

Guderlan, Panzer Leader, p. 218.
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than mere local significance against the northern flank of the VI

Romanian Corps and the IV Geroian Army Corps, It stiggested that

redlsposltlona of Soviet forces opposite the Sixth Army, taken In

conjunction with the prospect of an attack In the Fourth Panzer

AiMiiy's sector, might reveal a Russian Intention to surround the

Oerman and Romanian units then fighting In and around Stalingrad.'^

The XTV Panzer Corps had also reported that the Russians were

transferring strong forces from east to west and were removing

their artillery from the northern front. The Intelligence officer

of the Sixth Army reported that eight Russian annles had been

Identified, Including two tank armies. In the vicinity of the

Sixth Army.^

It should be explained here that the Soviet Supreme Command

was avaz% of the concentration of German strength In and around

Stalingrad and of the fact that a successful breakthrough towards

Seraflmovltch, combined with an attack launched south of Stalln-

gx«d, most force back the German forces In this area Into a narrow

and constricted pocket. They were also aware that an attack

through Mllerovo aimed at Rostov would be successful only If the

German forces In the Stalingrad area were neutralized by encircle-

ment.^

Hitler forbade any disengagement of the troops fighting In

Won Mellenthln, Panzer Battles

.

p. 166.

5schroeter, Stalingrad , p. ^.
Stalingrad; An Eye-Wltness Account by Soviet Correspondents

and Red Army Commanders . (Londont Hutchinson and Co., I^'l'^, p- '^7-
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Stalingrad, and since all the dlvlalong of the Sixth Army and the

Fourth Panzer Army were committed, the general situation was

scarcely conducive to a sound defense should the need arise.

Therefore Hitler's attempt to hold a tremendously over-extended

front with no strategic reserves available was perhaps the most

serious mistake that he made at this time, and placed the Sixth

Army in an untenable position,'

The Soviet order of battle by Hoveinber 18, Illustrates the

precarious position of the Sixth Army. Facing the Second German

Army at Kursk was the t|.th Soviet Army. This Russian aiMay formed

part of the Voronezh Front. The Second Hungarian Army was opposed

by the 6th Soviet Army. The Eighth Italian Army was faced by the

Ist Soviet Guards Army and the 63rd Soviet Army. The greatest

Russian strength, however, was concentrated opposite the Third

Romanian Army and the Sixth German Array. There, two Russian

fronts, the Southwest Front and the Don Front, appeared to doml<>

nate the scene, directly In front and on the northern shoulder

of the Stalingrad salient. In all, thirteen Soviet armies faced

five German and allied armies." Although the Soviet armies varied

greatly In strength, each army was probably equivalent In strength

to a fall strength German army corps. It must also be taken Into

eonslde]?atlon that the German units irere understrength at this

time. Generally speaking, Russian combined arms armies usually

ranged from between six to ten line divisions with organic tanks

7von Hansteln, Lost Victories , p. 291.

"savln, Bltva pod Stallngradom . p. 93.



and artillery, or from 75,000 to 130,000 men.^

At four o'clock on the morning of November 19, 19U2, the Rus-

sian attack began. For four hours eight hundred guns and mortars

rained fire and steel on the German and Romanian positions on

both the north and south shoulders of the Stalingrad salient.

As Is 80 often true, a chain Is only as strong as Its weakest

link. The weakest link In the German defensive chain was the

Third Romanian Army. The Russian tanks and assault troops tore

their positions to shreads and broke through Into the rear areas.

The mere sight of a Russian tank seemed to be enough to cause the

Romanians to panic and thousands of troops streamed to the rear,

running as fast as they could away from the front. It must be

said In the Romanian's defense, that they had no organic artillery

to speak of and had for weeks been pleading to Army Group B that

12
they should receive some artillery, especially anti-tank guns,

neither the Soviet attack nor the breakthrough surprised the Army

Qeneral Staff, but they had no means with which to strengthen the

front and, as has been made clear. Hitler refused to allow a time-

ly withdrawal of the line.

The collapse of the Third Romanian Army should have given

°U.S., Department of the Army, Handbook on the Soviet Army ,

Pamphlet Ho. 30-50-1 (Washlngtons U.S. Government Printing Office,
July, 1958), p. 60.

^°See map on p. 52. Raymond L. Oartoff, Soviet Military
Doctrine . (Gleneoe, Illinois: Free Press, 1953), p. 99.

Unans Ulrleh Rudel, Stuka Pilot , trans. Lynton Hudson (New
Tork: Ballentlne Books, 1958), p. fcfe.

12
von Mellenthln, Panzer Battles, p. 167.
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Hitler an Indication of the fate that awaited the Genaan forces

at Stalingrad. Tet nothing happened to Indicate that he had In

any way revised his preconceived opinions. General Haider, great-

ly concerned over the situation, attempted to prove to Hitler that

the Russians were amassing large numbers of troops and equipment

In the Volga region. Figures that Haider had available showed

that the Russians had assembled a million men In the Saratov area

and a f\>rther half-million east of the Caucasus, Production figures

furnished by Intelligence sources stated that the Russians were

producing 1,500 tanks a month, as compared to German tank pro-

duction of only 600. Genei>al Haider expressed his concern and

was relieved for his pessimism. •'^ General Zeltzler, Haider's

sucessor, had done the same. How the 'exhausted foe' had broken

through the German lines with six corps of Infantry and tanks.

In what was apparently typical Nazi fashion, a search was

ade for a scapegoat to assume the blame for the Russian break-

through, and one was duly found. In an order of the day (quoted

in Appendix H) which Hitler communicated to all senior officers,

he sought to lay all the blame on the commander of the XLVIII

Panzer Corps, General der Xnfantrle Helm. During the battle, this

corps was oi>dered to go to the aid of the Romanians, but due to

the fact that It was Itself surrounded. It was unable to do so.

Only after a direct order from Army Group B to escape, did they

finally fight their way out of the encirclement. After the loss

of nearly half of his command suffered while fighting out of the

l^Schroeter, Stalingrad , p. IjS.
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pocket. General Helm wa3 met with the general order which pellered

him of his eoiBRand and placed him under arrest. The ridiculous

nature of this action can be seen from the final disposition of

the Helm ease. Helm was flown to the Army prison at Hoablt and

kept there. In solitary confinement until April, 19l|.3. He was

neither charged nor Interrogated nor tried for any offense. At

the end of April he was ti^ansferred to the military hospital at

Zehlendorf , and three months later was infonned that bis dismissal

from the army had been cancelled. Exactly one year later Helm was

recalled from the retired list and glTen a front line command of

the foi>eeB fighting at Bolougne.^

On the afternoon of Bfoyember 22, after very intense fighting,

elements of the 3rd Ouarda Mechanized Corps Joined the 5th Guards

Tank Corps at Marlnovka, completing the first circle around von

Paulus's Sixth Army. Similarly, another Soviet column from the

south passed north of Abganerovo and came out on the Karpovka

Blver, only a few miles from Kalatch which was then occupied by

the 1st Tank Corps, completing the second ring around the troops

In Stalingrad. '' Generaloberst von Weloha, commander of Army

Group B, realizing that If the Sixth Army was to escape. It would

have to do so Immediately, requested that the Sixth Army be per-

mitted to break out (Appendix E). Hitler refused categorically

to grant this permission. Purthermoire, von Paulus was ordered

^Schroeter, Stalingrad , p. 66.

'•^Stallnf^rad ; An Eye-Wltness Account by Soviet Correspondents
and Red Army Commandera . p. ^b.

°von Mansteln, Lost Victories, p. 303.
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by Hitler to more his headquarters Into the city of Stalingrad

and establish a circular defenslire position. With this fateful

message the Sixth Array was forced to remain In Its precarious

position without the prospect of an early order to break out of

the pocket. Mansteln later Insisted that the time for decisive

action was Immediately after the encirclement. Although von

Faulus realized Hitler's reluctance to permit a withdrawal, he

should have acted on his own Initiative and broken out of the

pocket without asking Hitler's permission thereby presenting him

with the accomplished fact. ' However, von Paulus seems to have

accepted the order with little question for he followed to the

letter Hitler's order to establish a complete perimeter defense,

Oberst von Hofen, Signal Officer of the Sixth Army, later quoted

von Paulus as saying!

If someone else, Relchenau for example, were In ay
place he would not need so long to decide what he must
do. For me the first duty of a soldier Is to obey. I

am not sure whether Independent action on ray part might
not lead to an even greater disaster. I cannot as yet
see with sufficient clarity.^"

The total number of troops cut off within the pocket at

Stalingrad, had been subject to a considerable amount of contro-

versy. War correspondent Sohroeter contends that the figure

x^ached 330,000. ° Field Marshal von Mansteln Insists that It

on
was no more than 220,000. In reality, the truth lies between

'von Mansteln, Lost Victories , p. 30tj,

^"Schroeter, Stalingrad, p. 88.

•'%ehroeter, Stalingrad , p. 177.

20
von Mansteln, Lost Victories, p. 296.
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these flgnres. Certainly Sehroeter's flguires are too high, since

all the German units Inside the pocket were greatly understrength,

Mansteln, however, neglects to mention the LI Army Corps In his

tabulation of the units lost at Stalingrad and hence some 50,000

men must be added to his figures, giving the strength at 270,000,^

This figure corz^sponds to the Soviet figures released after the

battle. The Soviet Information Bureau In a communique dated

February 11^, 19^3, stated that the Red Army took some 120,000 prls>

oners at the end of the battle and counted over 130,000 dead left

on the scene, 22 xil units cut off at the beginning of the battle

were eventually lost when Stalingrad fell,^

The situation In which the Sixth Army found itself was now

critical, but It did not yet face an Impending catastrophe. For

the Sixth Amy, as for Army Group Don, there was now only one

possible decision which would have made military sense: Stalin-

grad had to be evacuated. From senior headquarters to the OKW,

the question was not whether It was absolutely necessaiy to break

out of the pocket, but simply how the Sixth Army must break out.

The deciding factoid to be considered were; the distances to the

Oersian troops outside the pocket, the Russian troop dispositions

and the terrain of the area.

From the very beginning, however, there were doubts at Sixth

21joachlm Wleder, "Welches Oesetz Befahl den Deutschen
Soldaten, an der Wolga zu Sterben?" Frankfurter Hefte. XI, So. 5,
1956. p. 313.

^^stallngrad . p. 17

23
"^The unit designations of these organisations are shown In

Appendix K.
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Amy Headquarters concerning the feasibility of this breakout,

because of the fuel and ammunition shortage that existed within

the pocket. This Is, perhaps, the most Important reason why

Mansteln and Paulus could not come to an understanding over the

time and place of the breakout. Hitler had remained vague as to

when he would Issue orders for the attempt, and Mansteln virtually

demanded that Paulus disobey Hitler and make his break Immediately.

Mansteln actually Issued the order from Army Group Don to the

Sixth Army for the operation which was thwarted only by a direct

order from Hitler to Mansteln specifically forbidding It. Partial

reason for this refusal seemed to be Information received by direct

radio communication to Hitler from von Paulus stating that he did

not have sufficient fuel for the breakout.*^ Mansteln must not

have fully appreciated von Paulus' s position because much of the

pressure on Army Group Don had slackened and the front appealed

to have become fairly stable.

The fact that it had proved possible for Army Group Don to

recreate a front along the Chlr capable of withstanding enemy

attacks for a protracted period was probably due to the strategy

of the Soviet Supreme Command. Zhukov was determined to conserve

his forces and therefore eld not exploit his Initial tactical

success by extending the area of operations westwards, but con-

centrated Instead on the completion of Its original goal, the

encirclement and annihilation of the German forces between the



Don and Volga. ^^

It was known that Hitler had overreached himself In the op-

erations of 19l^l-19l;2 and that it would therefore not be difficult

to hold the Qennan forces pinned down along the rest of the theatre

of operations. It was also known that the Germans were struggling

with supply problems of magnitude and complexity and that It

would take longer for the Germans to relnforoe any threatened sec-

tor of their front than It would for the Soviets to mount their

of,
attack. Hitler remained adamant against all the arguments pre-

sented by the commanders on the front, that the Slzth Krof should

break out of the trap Immediately after Ita encirclement.

What reasons did Hitler have In opposing the wishes of the

OKW and the front line commanders and demanding that the German

troops In the east were not to surrender one foot of conquered

soil? It Is apparent that there were two Important factors In

Hitler's decision to force the Sixth Army to remain at Stalingrad:

first, the only reason that prevented a German catastrophe In the

Moscow campaign In 19U1 was his Inslstance on no retreat or aban-

donment of captured teirrltory. In the Moscow decision. Hitler

apparently was correct, but the same reasons could not be applied

to Stallngi^d, ' Such a decision at Moscow, maintained Hitler,

prevented the repetition of the catastrophe that had followed

Hapoleon'a retreat from Moscow In 1812. Hitler apparently

^^Bor-Ramenskll, Istorlchesklye Zaplskl . No. 53, p. 29.

^^Savln, Bltva pod Stallngradom. p. 105,

2 'von Mans te In, Lost Victories , p. 303.

^^Gllbert (ed). Hitler Directs His War, p. 18?.
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reasoned that war couldn't be won by retreats.

The second reason, perhaps not so obirloua as the first, for

requiring von Paulus to stay In the pocket, was one of prestige.

The struggle for Stalingrad had become a personal duel between

Adolf Hitler and Joseph Stalin. Evacuating Stalingrad would be

• blow to Hitler's status, both at home and at the front, for he

had boasted on many occasions that he would never i^etreat from

his objectives. Doing so at this stage would undoubtedly cause

Hitler the loss of Much of the respect that he enjoyed at Supreme

Headquarters. 2'' With this fateful decision the battle of Stalin-

grad entered into a new phase, the attempt to relieve the be-

leaguered garrison.

The reorganization of the German forces, as part of the plan

to relieve the Sixth Army, was Initiated on Ifovember 25, when

Hitler cjfeated a new conmiand. Army Group Don. This new ainny group

under the command of Field Marshal Erich von Hansteln, consisted

of the Fourth Panzer Anny, the Sixth Army and the Third and Fourth

Romanian Armies. Army Group B retained command of the Eighth

Italian Army, the Second Hungarian Army and the Second German

kmj, (lansteln was ordered to plan an operation for the relief

of Stalingrad by using the Fourth Panzer Army In an attack from

the south. Hitler provided the additional reinforcement of the

LVII Panzer Corps with the 23rd Panzer Division from Axroy Group

A In the south, as well as other units from the zone of the

29Ton Mansteln, Lost Victories, p. 290.
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Interior. 3°

Von Hanatetn regarded the suecegs of the mission assigned to

him as In^robable, but he believed that he could master the problem

by modifying Hitler's orders someiriiat. His Initial plan envisaged

a breakout by the Sixth Army from Stalingrad while the forces of

the Fourth Panzer Army advanced to Its relief. On the southern

flank. Army Oroup A was to wlthdiraw behind the Lower Bon, where &

bridgehead at Rostov was to be secured.^^ Under the assumption

that the Supreme Command would accept hla plan, Hans te In proceeded

with the preparation of 'Operation Wlnterllch Sturmwlnd' , the re-

lief of the Sixth Army, utilizing an attack on two eoces.

A special task force of the Fourth Panzer Army under the

command of Generaloberst Hoth (Armeegruppe Hoth) , consisted of

the VII and VI Romanian Corps reinforced by several panzer divisions

from the LVII Panzer Corps, was given the mission of attacking

east of the Don with the bulk of Its forces from Eotelnlkovo,

driving through the Russian covering forces and establishing a

bridgehead on the Don for the Sixth Army.^^ The XLVIII Panzer

Corps, main striking force of another special detachment

(Armeeabtellung Hollldt) was to drive due east from Nlzhna

Chtrskaya. The attack was scheduled to begin on December 8, bat

was later postponed to December 12.

During the first few days of December, the reinforcing units

30Schroeter, Stalingrad , p. 107,

^nron Mansteln, Lost Victories , p. 302.

^^on Hansteln, Lost Victories, p. 323.
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from Army Oroup A assembled In the area of Kotelnlkovo to awatt

the Impending attack. The distance to be traveled by Task Force

Both was some sixty miles. Although this distance was over thirty

Biles farther away from Stalingrad than Army Detachment Hollldt,

It was felt by Mansteln that It would have a better chance of

ueeess than Hollldt would have, since he was striking at the

soft underbelly of the Russian forces connltted against Ar^y Sroup

On December 12, the 23rd Fanser Division and the 17th Panzer

Division spearheaded the drive to Stalingrad. Task Force Both

aiet with strong Russian resistance and very bad weather but never-

theless managed to cross the Aksay River successfully by December

17. With the operation moving so smoothly. It was felt that

this force would reach to within thirty miles of Stalingrad no

later than December ZO. Unfortunately for the Germans, this

point was the moment that Zhukov launched new twin offensives

against the Eighth Italian Array on the middle Don and the XLVIII

Panzer Corps along the Chlr. The 13th Tank Corps and the 3rd

Guards Mechanized Corps slashed through the Italian front and

opened a gap of sixty miles In the line through which they raced

for Rostov.^"

^^von Mansteln, Lost Victories , p. 323.

•'^See map on p. 62. von Mellenthln, Panzer Battles , p. 178,

35Allen and Muratoff , The Russian Campaigns of 19l^l-19^^3 ^

p. 215.

^°von Ifellenthln, Panzer Battles, p. 192,
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Army Group Don was forced to order the 17th Panser Division

•nd the 6th Panzer Division away from the attempted relief of

Stalingrad In order to attempt to hold the Russian forces In their

drive toward Rostov. By December 22, the situation In the rear

of the bridgehead was In such a state that the possibility of a

further attack on the poeket was virtually ruled out. While the

17th and the 6th Panzer Divisions were able to clear the southern

bank of the %shkova River, they were still tied down near the

town of Gromslavka and were unable to disengage In order to return

to their original task. In the meantime, to the west of the Don,

the Russians had been launching a series of heavy attacks against

the XLTIII Panzer Corps. As a result of these attacks, this

corps could not begin Its coordinating attack and was forced to

prepare a withdrawal.-^'

As these events were taking place the beleaguered Stalingrad

Fortress made prepai^tlons to break out of the poeket. The Sixth

kmf felt that It had enotigh fuel for only nine miles of tank

operations, so the order, designated 'Operation Donnerschlag' , was

to be initiated only when the relieving forces had >*eaehed a point

eleven miles from the fortress. Von Paulus had little confidence

in Hoth's ability to reach the Sixth Amy, but It had been hoped

by Sixth Army Headquarters that the panzer forces could reach a

point near enough to the pocket for the Sixth Army to take the

opportunity of breaking out and leaving Stalingrad once and for all.

^"^von Mellenthln, Panzer Battles, p. 199.

-' Schroeter, Stalingrad , p. 116.
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Ttw Intention, one* tho Sixth Amqr bad been saved, me to irlth»

drar the entire anay behind the Kotelnlkoro llne.'^

If ever there bad been an opportunlt7 to aave the Sixth Aragr

after the early stages of the enotrclement, this was the tine.

Kansteln considered It laaodatory that the Sixth Anay attempt

their breakoat on Deeeid>er 19 and he Issued the appropriate orders

for Its execution. However, von Faolos was unwilling to ohanee a

breakout whleh would eover thirty miles before It net relieving

foreaa, so wtoa Mansteln ordered the evacuation, von Paulus re-

fused. Hitler, concurring with von Paalus*B deolslon to remain

In the pocket, promised to continue to 8iQ>ply the Sixth krmf trim

the air. This faeet of the operations of the iMttle will be ex-

amined In a later chapter.

Perhaps the suoeess of the Sixth Am^is breakthrough had

been dooaed from the very start for Hitler qualified his per-

taslon for the attack by stipulating that the Sixth Anqy bad to

continue to hold the elty. This was obviously folly on Hitler's

part, for the Sixth Aragr eonld not possibly both attack and de-

fend with the United strength It had available, and It cannot

be assumed that Hitler would have changed his mind after the

breakthrough had started.^

General Hoth was willing to risk his entire envj In his ef-

fort to reach Stalingrad, and began preparations to launch a

last attack towards the pocket If von Paulas would agree to

^'ron Hansteln, Lost Victories , p. 337.

von Hanateln, Lost Victories , p. 337.
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evacuate the pocket. This agi^ement was necessary Inasaiueh as

any galna made would be very short ones, and Task Force Hoth would

be unable to hold a supply corridor open for any length of time.

The attack was to be launched on December 27, provided that von

Paulus woxild concur with the evacuation arrangements. The necessi-

ty of making such a decision was taken from von Paulus for on

December 2U, Hitler announced that he was taking personal command

of Portress Stalingrad and designated it as a 'War Theatre under

the Supreme Command*. Hitler further announced that there was to

be no withdrawal from Stalingrad and that the attack to relieve

the fortress would be renewed after the situation regarding Army

Croups A and Don had been restoi^d.^ With this decision. It was

futile and dangerous to permit Task Force Hoth to remain In Its

precarious position. Von Mansteln now ordered a general withdrawal

to prevent any further losses on the part of the task force ,^

According to later estimates, the Sixth Army had never made

the necessary preparations to launch the breakout of the pocket

when the relieving forces had reached within thirty miles of

Stalingrad. Some critics maintain that If the Sixth Ktsbj had

taken Its opportiuilty when the attacking foiHses had reached the

thirty mile limit, they might have escaped. ^-^ As It was, von

Paulus considered his fuel supply ao limited that when the eiruclal

'+lvon Mellenthln, Panzer Battles, p. 199.

hZfon Mansteln, Lost Victories , p. 3W.

't^von Mansteln, Lost Victories , p. 336.
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time cane, the attempt to break out never materialized. Hitler

had also learned from his personal radio contact within the poc-

ket that Ton Paulixs considered his fuel supply sufficient for only

a nine mile operation, and he modified the Issue with his order

to Ton Mansteln that be was not to consider the Sixth Krmj In his

plana until Hoth's forces actually reached the fortress, whloh,

under the conditions, was Impossible,

Hltlar's decision to postpone the relief of Stalingrad doomed

the Sixth Army. On December 26, von Faulus sent Field Marshal

TOB Mansteln a message (Appendix J) stating that his army no long-

er possessed the ability to launch an attack to aid In Its own

relief. Hitler announced the plan In irtilch he would build up the

Sixth Army's strength by flying In supplies, while he rounded up

fresh reinforcements for another relief expedition. On January 1,

19U3, Hitler Issued orders for the evacuation of the Caucasus by

Anny Qroup A. When this evacuation was complete, he would use

these forces In the new attenqjt to irescue the Sixth Amy. Army

Oroup A, however, was In an unsuitable position to come to the

relief of anyone, for there was still a real danger that Amy

Group A would Itself become encircled If the Russians could achieve

the closing of the narrow gap near Rostov. At the same time, the

Soviet High Command realized that it could successfully eliminate

any possibility of a reinforcement In the Stalingrad area by the

^'^Horst Schelbert, "Nach Stalingrad - U8 Kilometer,"
Deutsche Soldat . XX, Ho. 9, 1956. p. 16.

''•'Schroeter, Stalingrad , p. 118.
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forces In the Caucasua If they could force this army group to

withdraw across the straits to the narrow Kerch peninsula. They

estimated that It would take several weeks to complete such an

operation, and In this time the Stalingrad pocket could be re-

duced.^^ Even though the Russians were not successful In sur-

rounding Army Group A, the time consumed In the evacuation of the

Caucasus was such that by the tine that It was In a position to

provide reinforcements to the pocket, the situation at Stalingrad

was no longer In doubt. Thus, the Soviet strategy of keeping

pressure on Array Group A was very successful.

By early January, two large battles were being fought on the

eastern front. One major effort entailed the pursuit of the re-

treating German reserves to beyond the Kharkov-Kursk line from

which Bock had Initially launched the German offensive six months

before. In the other, the Russians were engaged In the extermi-

nation of the encircled Sixth Army. To oooi^lnate these two

battles more effectively the Soviet Supreme Command reorganized

Its order of battle. Oeneral-Polkovnlk Teremenko's Stalingrad

Front was abolished as an entity, and General Chulkov's 62nd Army

In Stalingrad was assigned to the newly formed Don Front, which

was commanded by Oener«l-Folkovnlk Rokossovsky. The 3?emalnlng

armies of the Stalingrad Front were assigned to the newly organized

Southern Front under the command of General-Polkovnlk Mallnovsky,

whose mission was to Join In the pursuit of the German forces In

'^^Savln, Bltva pod Stallngradom . p. 102.
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The mission assigned to the Don Front was to liquidate the

trapped German army. General-Polkovnlk Artlllerll Mlkolal Voronov

was sent to the Don Front as the official representative of the

Stavka to coordinate the operation of reducing the Sixth Army

with the over-all Soviet offensive. He was to coordinate direct-

ly with Marshal Zhukov, who had earlier left for Moscow to super-

vise the lifting of the siege of Leningrad. '^^ General Rokossov-

sky's Don Front consisted of six separate armies. One of them was

Chulkov's 62nd Anny. The other armies Involved In the reduction

of the Stalingrad pocket were the 21st Army under General-Leltenant

Mikhail Shumllov, General Makorln's 65th Army, the 57th Array un-

der General-Halor Glorkov, the 66th Array of General Matkov, and

the 61).th Army under General-Leltenant Chlstlakov. The total num-

ber of this army group was nearly thj?ee quarters of a million men.'^'

On January 8, 191^3, an ultimatum was sent to von Paulus to surren-

der his army or suffer the dire consequences. (Appendix K) This

ultimatum was rejected by von Paulus, and so on January 10, the

reduction of the pocket was Initiated. The last struggle of the

Sixth Army was begun.

Hokossovsky struck first from the west, keeping his forces

to the north of the railroad that r&n west from Stalingrad. He

'^'^stupov and Kokunov, 62-lya Armlya V Bolakh Za Stalingrad .

p. 79.

USRerr, The Russian Amg; Its Men. Its Leaders. Its Battles ,

p. 216.

't'^Stupov and Kokunov, 62-lya Armlya Y Bolakh Za Stalingrad ,

p. 82.
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cracked this part of the German line and by the night of January

13, he had driven the trapped divisions In towards Stalingrad so

that their backs were to the Rossoahka and Cherblennaya Rivers.

The day before, the headquarters of the Sixth Array, realizing that

their end must be near, worked out the details of two plana chris-

tened 'Operation Loewe' and 'Operation Sonnenblume' . 'Sonnenblume'

was the code name of the building of a new front. It was to start

about nine miles east of Marlnovka and was Intended to stabilize

the positions which had been weakened due to losses In the Qer-

iran ranks. This plan was turned down by the German commanders

because of the lack of natural obstacles In this area, and because

the German forces were so reduced In strength that many felt that

they could not make It back to this area. The other plan,

'Loewe', was a product of despair. The Implementing orders for

this plan were simply that when the code word was received by

the units, the stlll-survlvlng troops were to break out of the

pocket on their own Initiative. The commanders of the line units

reported that their troops were now far too exhausted to carry

oat such a forlorn scheme,^ •
'

, „ .

"•'', ,v!

On January llj., Rokossovsky drove up from the south and broke

the Cherblennaya line and at the same time his forces pushed In

from the northwest to crush the Coasoshka line. Then both col-

umns joined to push the German forces farther towards Stalingrad.

By January 17, the Germans were nearly driven to the outskirts of

the city. A week later with the Germans holding only an area

50schroeter, Stalingrad , p. 180.
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BMW eight miles In diameter In the suburbs of Stalingrad, the

end was approaching fast. The time had come for each Individual

soldier to make up his mind whether he wanted to commit suicide

or be taken Into captivity. On that day the Sixth Army's radio

transmitter, linked with Hitler's headquarters, sent a message to

OKW urgently requesting that permission be granted to surrender

in order to prevent further bloodshed. Hitler answered the Sixth

Army's appeal with the demand that: "Surrender Is forbidden.

Sixth kraj will hold their positions to the last man and the last

round and by their heroic endurance will make an xinforgettable

contribution towards the establishment of a defensive front and

the salvation of the Western world. "^

There has been great controversy over the Inhumane decision

to require the Sixth Army to defend their positions to the last

man. Hitler's Justification was that with the passing of each

day, the Oermans were strengthening their defenses on the eastern

front while the heroic Sixth Amy was preventing Russian rein-

forcements from reaching the line and affecting the German de-

fenses. Field Marshal von Mansteln agreed with Hitler on this

matter. He stated that If the two hundred and fifty-nine Iden-

tified Russian units operating against the Sixth Army were re-

leased to Join the other Russian forces pressing against Ariijy

Group Don, then Germany would have suffered an even greater ca-

tastrophe. He further Insisted that It was the soldier's duty

to defend his position until he lacked the physical means to

"schroeter, Stalingrad , p. 220.
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resist further.^^ Some critics, on the other hand, criticize von

Mansteln for not naklng It clear to von Paulus as to the serious

position he was In. Von Paulus apparently felt to the end that

he had some chance of surviving with some help from the airlift.^^

The fact Is that by the end of December the Sixth Army was In

such a weakened condition that It could not offer enough strength

to aid In Its own evacuation. ''^ Another critic states that so

much chaos existed after the Ist of January that the Sixth Army

was capable of producing only ths is&st feebls resistance, since

the average Qeznsan soldier was Interested only la keeping wann or

finding a scrap of food, and not In fighting Russian troops.^^

The post mortems performed by Russian physicians on the Ger-

man dead after the termination of the battle provide positive

confirmation of this view. Over forty percent of the dead ex-

amined retained little or no fatty tissue under the skin and In-

ner organs. The mesentery was a watery mass and the organs were

pale. Instead of red and yellow marrow, a trembling jelly was

found In the bones. The livers were very swollen and the right

ventricle and auricle of the hearts vere strongly extended and

enlarged. The Russian doctors listed the cause of death of this

large number of men as due to exhaustion and exposiu-e.'^ Despite

52
von Mansteln, Lost Victories , p. 353.

^ This phase of the battle will be discussed in Chapter IV,

^'^Wleder, Frankfurter Hefte . p. 312.

55Bonno Zleser, The Road to Stalingrad , trans. Alec Brown
(Toronto! Ryerson Press, 1%^) , p. 156.

5°Wleder, Frankfurter Hefte. p. 316.
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these arguments to the contrary, the Sixth Army was nevertheless

able to tie up the entire Don Front until the 1st of Pebaruary

and so prevent release of Russian troops elsewhere.

By January 26, a Russian attack broke the German defendei^

Into groups. One group was surrounded in the southern part of

the city and the other In the northern part of Stalingrad. By

the next day, Chulkov'a 62nd Army Inside Stalingrad Joined

Rokossovsky'a other armies In the final destruction of the sur-

rounded groups. On February 1, the southern group surrendered

together with the Sixth Army's commander, who only a few days

before had been promoted to the rank of Feldmarschall. By doing

this Hitler hoped that von Faulus would commit suicide rather

than subject himself to capture, since no Seiwan field marshal

had ever been taken captive. In fact Hitler, at a staff meeting.

Informed some associates thrt:

What hurts me most, personally. Is that I still
promoted him to Field Marshal. I wanted to give him this
final satisfaction and place In glory. Instead he permits
himself to become a pawn In the hands of the Soviets. A
man like that besmirches the heroism of so many others at
the last moment. He could have freed himself from all
sorrow and ascended into eternltx and national Immortality,
but he prefers to go to Moscow.^'

That night Soviet planes dropped leaflets on which were pinned

pictures showing von Paulus being questioned at Russian head-

quarters. The following morning the northern group surrendei>ed

and the battle of Stalingrad was over. Over 1^0,000 Qerman

soldiers had been killed and over 100,000 had been taken captive.

^^oilbert. Hitler Directs His War, p. 21.
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CHAPTER IV

PR0BU5MS OP THE UKRAIHIAN CAMPAIGIT

The Guerrilla Factor and Supply Problema

To achieve a basic understanding of the Stalingrad disaster,

not only military but also economic and political factors must be

examined. The Treason for the change In the attitude of the 0-

kralnlan people toward their occupation authorities had the great-

est Impact on the logistical support of the southern operations.

The vast ai>ea8 of the Soviet Union present, at best, great supply

problema to military operations, but when In addition to the space

factor, there exists an uncontrollable guerrilla situation, ade-

quate support becomes Impossible.

The key to understanding Oeiroan policy in the Soviet TTnlon

ean be found In Hitler's Me In Kanpf . This work stresses three

basic Ideas irtilch Influenced German occupation policy. The belief

that the Slavs were an Inferior race; the knowledge that Eastern

Europe and especially the TJkralne, would be an Ideal place for

German agricultural colonization; and the most effective and moat

lasting way for expansion of a nation la throtigh physical force

and conquest, '• Lasting proof of this policy comes from Hitler's

own words

:

...for the organization of a Russian state formation
was not the result of the political abilities of the Slavs
In Russia, but only a wonderful exauqjle of the state-

^Kamenetskll, Hitler's Occupation of the TJkralne . p. 1.
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forming efflelenoy of the Oernan element In an Inferior
raee.^

Under Oeiwan occupation, the Ukraine became an experimental area

where the Hazl theory of a superior race, mass extermination of

the subhuman races, and p3?eparatlon of the German settlement on

a large aeale ware given a thorough test.

Initially, to conceal Hitler's colonial plans, Oermany had

acted as a champion of an Independent Ukrainian state. In the

fall of 1938, the German-controlled radio In Vienna started trans-

mitting special broadcasts to the Ukrainians In the Soviet Ukraine

and In the Western Ukraine which was under Polish jurisdiction.

The Ukrainian national spirit In the Carpatho-Ukralne was encour-

aged. Insofar as the German allies were concerned, the prospect

of having a Ukrainian buffer state on their boundaries Instead

of the gigantic Soviet Union, maat have been welcome to Hungary
3

and Romania."^

The true clarification of Hitler's alma eeuae in a drastic

fo«n on March 15, 1939, when Germany occupied Bohemia and Moravia

and gave the Carpatho-Ukralne to Hungary. The very successful

appeasement by Germany of the Soviet Union was culminated with the

non-aggresalon pact signed between them on Atiguat 23, 1939. This

politically shrewd maneuver enabled Germany to crush Poland, her

last obstacle to the Ukraine. These factors are Inseparable to

the military decisions later made.

^Adolf Hitler, KelnKampf , (London: Reynal and Hitchcock,
19i;l), p. 65k.

-'Kamenetskll, Hitler's Occupation of the Ukraine , p. 15.
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Economically the TJkralne was magnlflcantly endowed with

natural resources, The Krlvoy Rog area In 1924.0, was second only

to the United States In Iron reserves suid actually produced twice

as much as Prance, the leading European producer. It stood fourth

In the world's steel production. The coal mines of the Donets

Basin attained essentially the same ra.Dk. The potato crop was

exceeded In the world only by Germany and Poland, and the Ukiralne

was the world's largest producer of beet sugar. Grain production,

especially wheat, was one of the leadeira In the world,**-

Socially, however, the TJkralne with a population of slxty-

stx persona per square kilometer or a total of thlrty-slx million

(only 10^ lower than that of France) was not well suited for ex-

tensive colonization.'' Acting In the spirit of Katlonal Socialist

Ideology, which claimed the special rights for the 'Master race'

and provided none for races branded as 'Inferior' or 'harmful',

the Germans considered several drastic actions designed to create

their lebensraum . The plans were classified Into three main

categories: 1) biological ertidlcatlon; 2) dlsperalon of the na-

tive population as slave labor throughout the entire German Reich;

and 3) large scale resettlement of the native population In an

eastmrd direction.

In the Ukrainian policy, the enslavement solution seemed to

'+S.S. Balzak (ed.). Economic Geography of the U.S.3.R. .

(NewTork: Macmlllan, 19W), p. lii.9.

%lrov. Geography of Russia , p. 59.

^Kamenetskll, Hitler's Occupation of the Ukraine , p. 38.
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be of special Interest to Hitler, He did not seem to be satisfied

with more Tn!:ralnlaii slave labor enrnps, but tried to transform a

considerable part of the Ukrainian youth Into Germans. On October

9, 19i).2, Hitler personally ordered the Immediate deportation to

Germany of 1^00,000 to 500,000 picked Ukrainian girls between the

ages of 15 and 35. They were to become domestics In German house-

holds to further their Gei>manlzatlon and to help make them per-

manent residents of Germany.

7

It Is well to examine the Initial reception given to the Ger-

Bian troops when they arrived In the TIkrelne and before Hitler had

an opportunity to Implement his policies. Initially the German

forces were welcomed with open arms In the Ukraine. A provisional

government was formed, and the Independence of the Ukraine was

proclaimed In Lvov on June 30, 19^1, and In Kiev in October, 19lil.

The Ukrainian National Partisan Group, commanded by Ataman Bulba-

Borovets, conducted operations against Soviet troops In the pro-

vince of Pollssya and coordinated Its actions with those of the

Germans. Throughout the Ukraine, the people who were liberated

from the Soviet T«glae started to organize their own administration,

national press, economic associations, cultural Institutions, and

schools. Former Red Army soldiers who either escaped the war or

were freed from prisoner of war camps by the Gemans went to work

collecting the harvest or rebuilding destroyed Industrial plants.

There was strong popular support In the Ukraine for the organi-

zation of a ITatlonal Ukrainian Army to fight the Red Am^ and

^Gilbert (ed.). Hitler Directs His War, p. 157.
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conjiminlsm. The opportunity arose for the Germans to Join forces

with the national movements within the Soviet Union and to uti-

lize these forces to bring about the destruction of the Soviet

regime

.

But the Germans failed to use the forces which had played

Into their hands. Initially In the campaign. In order to Insure

the proper treatment of the Russian population, all German offi-

cers and noncommissioned offlcei^ appointed to military govern-

ment posts were given an orientation by GeinasLn experts on Russia.

Implementing proper civil affairs/military governawnt procedures,

little friction developed with the civilian populace. The arrival

of the regular occupation authorities. In the form of the Gehelme

Staatpollzel (Gestapo) and the Schutzstaffeln (SS), brought the

beginning of Hitler's policies and the end to the harmonious re-

lations vbiah existed between the Geimans and the Ukrainians."

The German Civil Administration, through their blundering misman-

agement, missed a golden opportunity to direct the Ukraine a-

galnat their former Soviet masters.

The security of the military supply lines which stretched

a thousand miles between Germany and the Eastern Theatre of Oper-

ations became a matter of great concern to the major commanders.

In spite of this fact, German policy In the Ukraine continued to

be harsh and absolutely unoonrpromlslng. Hitler's policies repelled

"Kamenetskll, Hitler's Occupation of the Ukraine , p. 5k*

'U.S., Department of the Amy, Rear Area Security In Riiasla-
The Soviet Second Front Behind Gerwan^lnes . Pamphlet Ho. 20-atO
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, July, 1953, ?• 17.
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every national group and every elass In Russia. For this reason

It Is quite understandable why the change from an Initially

friendly Ukrainian attitude to an antl-Gerwan outburst caused

imieh uneasiness among German commanders In the theatre and the

military government personnel tiylng to manage civil affairs,

A member of the Political Department of the Oatmlnlsterlum

and former German consul In the Soviet Union, Otto Braeutlgam,

warned of the developments In the Ukraine In a report dated Octo-

ber 25, 19l;2:

Our policy of using the Ukraine as a cotinterpolse
against mighty Russia, against Poland and the Balkans as
a bridge to the Caucasus, was a coigjlete failure. The
forty million Ukrainians who greeted us enthusiastically
as liberators, are quite Indifferent to us and gravitate
to the enemy's camp. If we do not succeed In checking
this situation, we face, at the last moment, a danger
that the Ukrainian partisan movement will be able to deny
us Ukraine to a great extent as a source of food and to
sever ccanmunlcatlona of the German Arny, Consequently
Its exlstance will be endangered, and the defeat of the
Gei>mans will become liiffiilnent,^^

To appreciate the foi>eslghtedness of this man. It must be

borne In mind that this report was made at a time when the German

Army was meeting with great successes In Its campaign and the

disaster of Stalingrad was still a few months distant. General

Thomas In his report to Hitler In December, 19l{.0, also advised

that It would be necessary to keep the civilian population In

the Ukraine irtiere they wei^ and to see to It that they cooperated

with the German occupation authorities because the attitude of

the population In the occupied areas was of vital Importance to

lOKamenetskll, Hitler's Occupation of the Ukraine , p, 60,
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the GeMians. Since neither Qenaan military nor civilian authoi?-

Itles poaaessed aufflclent police to enforce obedience or, using

Hitler's policies, the ability to win the loyalty of the millions

of tJkralnlana, the problem of securing food and raw naterlala

from the occupied areas became extr>emely difficult.

This and similar warnings were not heeded either by Hitler

or by his close associates. Hitler's policy of annihilation,

enslavement, and national oppi^esslon continued until the Inev-

itable happened. Late In 19lt^2, In the TDci^lne, large-scale anti-

German partisan warfare began, just when the Geraans most urgently

needed a clear line of eoimminlcatlons within the rear areas In

order to attempt to stabilize the collapsed front at Stallngr«id.

The first Indications of organized resistance to the German

rear areas came In mld-19l4.2. By this time occasional acts of

sabotage by groups and Individuals became routine. The beginnings

of a well-planned partisan organization that opejreited with a

variety of technical and psychological means were clearly notice-

able. Initially the rear airea guerrilla activity was carried on

by Soviet troops, who Infiltrated the German lines, or who were

dropped behind the lines by parachute. Women were also sent as

they caused less suspicion from the German troops. As the re-

pressive measures grew, local Indlgeneous personnel were recruited

and trained. ^^

To Insure a lack of cooperation between the local population

''^P.K. Ponomai^nlEo and Others, Y Tylu Vraga . (Moskva:
Malodaya Ovardlya, 19M^), p. 15.
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and the German occupation authorities, the partisans used terror-

12
Ist techniques to discourage fraternization with the Germans,

The Soviet regime began to appeal to the Inhabitants sense of

patriotism by making the war a struggle against despotism and de-

manding that the 'motherland* be saved. Patriotic propaganda

literature subtlely changed from 'Sovyetskll Soyua' to 'Rodlna*.

In all fairness to the Ukrainian people, they were probably not

taken In by the Soviet lltei^ture, but were aroused to resistance

by the fact that the German occupation had proven to be much

worse than their experiences under the Soviet regime.

An exan^jle occurlng In the fall of 191^2, can be given to

demonstrate the effectiveness of the partisan opposition In Ger-

man rear area control. The Second Panzer Army operating south-

west of Orel was ordered to assure that delivery was made of a

certain quota of grain and potatoes from the local harvest. Ag-

ricultural control officers were posted throughout the entire

army area to supervise and direct the harvest operations to be

carried out by the local Inhabitants. Equipped only with side

arms and scattered widely throughout ti^ area, these agents could

not be e:;cpected to offer any resistance to possible partisan raids,

Hevertheless as soon as the crops began to be harvested partisan

activity Increased tremendously, and In a short period of time

they had gained so much control over the rural areas that Russian

alrei^ft were landing and carrying the seized foodstxiffs out of

12u,s., Department of the Army, Rear Area Security In Russla-
The Soviet Second Front Behind Geirman~Llnea. p, 20.
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the area and Into the Soviet Union."

Logistical support to organized partisan bands reached a

staggering proportion. The Soviet Supreme Command (GKO) realized

how linportant these rear area activities were to the conduct of

the war and saw to It that they wei^ nearly as well equipped as

regular Red Army units. Most partisan units had heavy weapons

and a few even had artillery and tanks oaptiired from the GermanSj

with spare parts and aaunanltloa flown In from Red Amy units. -^

Partisan raids In the latter stages of 19l;2, and all during

191+3, on the Qenaan supply routes became more than annoying. The

only means the Qenoans had of bringing up supplies from the zone

of the Interior was by rail, since the road system was so Inade-

quate for the purpose. A very elaboi*ate system of guarding the

railroad was Instituted by the Germans, but because the supply

of German labor was In such short supply, Indlgeneous labor had

to be recnilted, irlth a corresponding Increase of the sabotage

rate. Because of the treatment of the local population, and the

well organized guerrilla activities, during the winter of 191)2-

191+3, the delivery of supplies from Germany to the front line

troops by rail was out to one train In three. ^^ No rear areas

wei^e safe and many tines Gensan troops sent to the rear for rest,

pleaded to be sent back to the front where they would be safe.^^

3u.s., Department of the Army, Rear Area Security In Russla-
The Soviet Second Front Behind German Lines , p. 31.

—

^Ponomarenko and Others, V Tylu Vraga . p. 37.

^Ponomarenko and Others, V Tylu Yraga . p. 1(^9,

16zieser. The Road to Stalingrad , p. 2lt..
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The techniques of disrupting the German supply system varied

from location to location. Inasmuch as the rail centers were the

most closely guarded, the moat inviting target was remote stretches

of track between German strongpolnta. To prevent attacks on these

remote areas, the Germans would cut down the twea for a distance

of up to kOO yards on either side of the tracks (the maximum

grazing fire on a light machine gun). This system reduced most

of the daylight, attacks, but had not the slightest effect on

night operations. '^ By the early months of 19U3 and until the

end of operations In Russia, the technique had Improved so much

that Joint operations were held. In which during the course of a

single night, many railroads would be attacked simultaneously.

The coordination and planning would be handled by the major So-

viet unit In the sector being attacked. Demolitions and demolition

experts would be flown in for the operations If partisan units had

no qualified personnel. The proportions of these combined

operations reached such an advanced stage that la June, 19Uli, the

partisans carried out a major operation In the rear area of Army

Group Center and succeeded in carrying out 10,500 separate eases

of demolition In a single night. The Immediate result of this

operation was that all double-tracked railroads were Inoperable

for twenty-four hours and all single -tracked lines were out for

forty-eight hoursl^"

'U.S., Department of the Army, Rear A]?ea Security In Ruasla-
The Soviet Second Front Behind German Lines , p. 10.

iSPonomarenko and Others, Y Tylu VraRa , p. 59.

^9xj.S., Department of the Army, Rear Area Security In Russla-
The Soviet Second Front Behind German Lines, p. 30.
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Judging by the success of the partisan operations In the

Ukraine, It Is not surprising that Gemoan pilots complained that

they did not have enough fuel to conduct satlsfactoz^ air oper-

ations and were sometimes limited to two sorties a day.^'^ Even

coinmunloatlons were disrupted. Telephone ooramunlcatlons were not

the most reliable when the partisans continually cut them, and It

required many men to find the breaks and repair the lines.

Insofar as overall military operations were concerned, the

partisan movement was not solely responsible for the collapse of

the Qeman forces In Russia. Nevertheless, the partisans contri-

buted heavily to the loss of logistical support to the front lines

and for this they did contribute to the Gertsan defeat. In addition.

It can be safely stated that this entire problem was preventable.

Any reasonable attempt by the German military administration to

foster good relations and establish some sort of self rule would

have resulted In harmonious relations. Punishing civilian popu-

lations for the wrongdoing of partisans In the field merely In-

furiated all the Ukrainians.

Bearing these factors In mind there were two possible solu-

tions to the partisan problem In the Ukraine. First, the local

German administration could have approached the Ukrainian popu-

lation as allies and curried their good favor, as Thomas recom-

mended In his report of December, 19U0. By so doing, the natural

antl-Bolshevlk sympathies of the Ukrainian people would have

caused these people to work with the German forces for the

20Rudel, Stuka Pilot , p. 72.
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destruction of the Soviet Armies. Secondly, assuming that Hitler

would not change his Intended policy of us^ng the Ukraine for

OeiTnan colonization, an active defense of the rear areas could

have been adopted. Examining the situation on the Eastern Front,

such an approach would not have been possible, for the Oennana

had already overextended their lines and had committed nearly all

of their strategic reserves almost at the onset of the campaign.

The large niunbers of troops required for an active campaign a-

galnst the partisans would not have been available for this ptt3>-

pose. The German failure at rear area security demonstrates that

a passive defense based on scattered strong points connot be

successful against guerrilla operations.

The Failure of the Airlift

At the Initial assault on the Soviet Union by the Sermans,

oonqslete aerial superiority was enjoyed by the Luftwaffe . At the

beginning of the war, most Soviet aircraft were obsolete and In-

effective against the modern Stuka and Messersehmldt makes of the

Germans. As the ean^algn progressed, however, Soviet air opera-

tions InereaaeA, and became more and more effective. A signifi-

cant reason for this effectiveness of Soviet air strength was the

lend-lease of American P-38 and P-39 fighter aircraft arriving

through Murmansk and Arkhangelsk by the middle of 19l(.2.

The basis on which Hitler was willing to accept the risk of

not permitting the Sixth Army to make an immediate breakout was

that the Sixth Army should receive an aerial delivery of a mlnl-

Bim of 500 tons of siq>plLea dally. Acting on the orders of the
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Commander-in-Chief of the Luftwaffe , Generaloberat Jesehonek re-

ported to Hitler that Relchmarsohall Goerlng was prepared to

guarantee the delivery of supplies to the Sixth Army. Goerlng'

s

only condition was that the array must continue to hold the air-

fields then In Its possession, which he would need for his trans-

port and supply aircraft. Also certain airfields outside the

pocket which had been in use by combat planes and for the supply

of other units, must from then on be devoted solely to supplying

the Sixth Army,^-'' Given these conditions, Goerlng said that he

eould fly In 500 metric tons dally to the surrounded army. Field

Marshal von ^nsteln stated at that time that unless this promise

oould be kept. It would be an Inexcusable risk to leave the Sixth

kva^ In the pocket any longer, ^^

The Sixth Array had previously reported that It needed a mlnl-

Mum dally delivery of 7^0 metric tons of supplies: namely 380

tons of food, 120 tons of fuel and 250 tons of ammunition.^ It

was apparent to all the senior officers In the Oberkommando der

Wehrmacht that, even In theory, the Luftwaffe transport facilities

ware Incapable of delivering supplies by air at the rate of 750

tons per day. On November 23, 191^2, Goerlng, after talking with

his Chief of the Air Transport Division of the Luftwaffe . was

•saured that the transport facilities available could support op-

erations to the figure of 350 tons of supplies per day. Goerlng

'"•^Sehroeter, Stalingrad , p. 101.

^^on Mans te in. Lost Victories , p. 307,

-"Schroeter, Stalingrad , p. 102.
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ms not satisfied with this flgUM, and after referring to the

possibility of switching transport aircraft from other theatres

of war, decided on the figure of 500 tons.^ And so the question

that remained was would the Luftwaffe be capable to furnish the

Sixth Army's needs? Some felt that despite Goerlng's promise. It

ma not possible.

One of these sceptics was the commander of supporting tacti-

cal air to Array Group Don, Generaloberst Prelherr von Rlohthofen,

the Commander-ln-Ghlef of the Fourth Air Fleet, Rlchthofen had

already strongly criticized the proposed plan of supplying Stalin-

grad by air. He stated that the only way In which such an air-

lift would succeed would be to have three airfields Inside the

pocket and a transport fleet of one thousand aircraft. In addi-

tion he doubted If the airlift could be flown even with the

sufficient nxunber of aircraft available, because the weather con-

ditions would not be satisfactory at that time of the year In that

particular locality.^ There are also certain practical aspects

that must be exsunlned. First, the nearest airfields to the Stalin-

grad pocket were 110 and 135 miles away. Therefore, considering

the normal time consumed In loading and unloading the aircraft,

a maximum of two trips could be made Into the pocket In any twen-

ty-four hour period. This would only be In periods of favorable

of.

flying conditions.

^Wllll Prlschauer, The Rise and Fall of Hermann Goerlna .

(Hew York: Ballentlne Books, 19i>l), p. 1V7.

^^von Manateln, Lost Victories , p. 316.

^°von Manstetn, Lost Victories, p. 317.
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To airlift 500 tons of supplies, some 225 Junkers Ju-52»s,

the standard German transport plane, would be needed. This number

of aircraft was available, but this requirement did not consider

the losses that the Luftwaffe would suffer flying over the sixty

miles of Russian held territory and the normal maintenance pro-

eedures. These planes would be unescorted by fighters, since

these were diverted on other tactical missions and could not be

spared to furnish cover protectlon.^^ In addition the Soviet air

operations were gaining at a fast rate. During the period from

September through December, 19U2, 3k,k0& sorties were flown by

Russian forces. All available aircraft both effective combat and

obsolete planes were used to gather the principle of mass In

aviation operations.

Fifty percent of all these sorties were by the Soviet Fighter

Command who used their Shturmovlkl (assault aircraft) not only

for the mission that normally accompanies fighter-bomber opera-

tions, but also as pursuit aircraft to combat the supply aircraft

flying supplies Into the Stalingrad pocket and to combat Stuka

operations. ^^ Through these extensive Russian operations, the

Luftwaffe lost some 1).88 aircraft and about 1,000 men at Stalin-

grad. ^° Bearing this In mind, the German strength In planes was

never adequate enough to deliver anything near the necessary 500

27Rudel, Stuka Pilot , p. 73.

28
Oartoff, Soviet Military Doctrine , p. 125.

29Rudel, Stuka Pilot , p. 71.

3^von Mansteln, Lost Victories , p. 316.
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tens of supplies dally.

With these factors In mind, we should study the actual

aerial operations of the supply fleet. In the pocket Itself there

were available the two airfields of Pltomnlk and Gumrak, with the

field at Baasarglno as an emergency landing field. The main

fields outside the pocket most In use were the large airstrips

at TatBlnskaya (13$ miles from the pocket) and Morosovskaya (110

miles from Stalingrad). After these had been lost, fields at more

distant points had to he used. These were Salszk, Kovo-Chlrskaya,

Stallno, Marklevka and Voroshilovgrad.^^

By the end of November, about 180 Junkers Ju-52, 20 Junkers

Ju-86, and 90 Helnkels He-Ill, were available for airlift opera-

tions. The needs of the Sixth Army and the promises made by

Ooerlng and Hitler had to be fulfilled by these aircraft. ^^ As

has been previously stated, the Sixth Army had originally demanded

7^0 tons of supplies per day, later reduced to the minimum of

500 tons promised by Ooerlng. By Hitler's orders, the dally lift

was to carry In about 60,000 gallons of fuel, forty tons of bread,

forty tons of weapons and ammunition and 100 tons of miscellane-

ous supplies Including other foodstuffs. It was later to be

proven that the amount of supplies actually flown Into the pocket

In no way oon^sponded with the army's minimum requirements.^^

If the beginning of the airlift Is dated November 2U, then

3lEudel, Stuka Pilot , p. 71.

32schroeter, Stalingrad, p. 156.

•^^von Mansteln, Lost Victories, p. 316.
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up to January 10, the average dally load flown Into Stalingrad

amounted to 102 tons, or only some twenty percent of the abso-

lutely essential requirements, ^'^ On one occasion, December 19,

when 1^0 planes landed In the pocket, the total reached nearly

280 tons. But on some days It was far below minimum requirements

and often no supplies were delivered at all.-*^ These figures of

course, refer only to the period up to January 10, for when

Pltmnlk fell, most of the landings had to be cancelled and the

planes were restricted to dropping supplies by parachute and free-

fall. The amount that could still be flown In after January 10,

averaged around forty tonsj after January 16, parachuted supplies

dropped to as little as twenty tons and on January 25, to less

than ten tons. Prom that day on It was not possible to gather

accurate statistics on the amount dropped, for the supplies were

no longer collected centrally for distribution but were dropped

on Individual strong points.^°

On December 21+, Tatslnskaya airfield was lost. This was a

severe blow to the Oerman cause, and It was only as the result of

great effort that about 120 planes took off while this airstrip

was actually under artllleiy and tank fire. On January 2, the

55th Bomber Group, whose Helnkels had been flying In supplies

from Morosovskaya, were forced to abandon their field which was

3Usohroeter, Stalingrad , p. 156.

3%udel, Stuka Pilot , p. 81.

^°3chroeter, Stalingrad , p. 156

*
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also ludep flr«.^^ On Januaiy 16, Salszk was lost and the air-

strips at Novo-Chlrskaya, Sverevo and Stallno were threatened.

The loss of each airfield greatly decreased the possibility that

the Sixth Army could be even partially supplied by air. When

Tatslnskaya fell it was not difficult, from the supply point of

lew, to see that the end of the Sixth Army was very neap.

The Fourth Air Fleet Commander, Generaloberst von Rlchthofen

and Qeneral Fleblg, commander of the 8th Air Corps, wer« the two

most responsible air leaders who realized that supplying a whole

amy was, from the beginning, tnrpoaslble. In addition to the

tremendous numbers of aircraft that would be needed there were

meteorological conditions that had to be taken Into consldei^atlon

also. The Volga region Is very unstable climatically. The great

Asian cold air masses meet the warm maritime air masses In this

region. When these warm, moist air masses from the Atlantic

Ocean meet the cold iMisses of the Siberian anticyclone, conateuit

fluctuation In weather occurs. 3° The result of these meteoro-

logical conditions make the Ukrainian area during time of winter,

very bad for flying. Any elementary knowledge of meteorology

at the Supreme Command could have foretold these conditions. In

addition to the changeable nature of the weather, the eold winter

made flying conditions hazardous. The Luftwaffe had to start

their engines In temperatures of minus five to ten degrees below

zero, without any preheating devices, on snow covej?ed fields.

37von Mansteln, Lost Victories , p. 3l|5.

3°Hlrov, Geography of Russia , p. 30.
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They were faced with the constant danger of Iclng-up, of fog and

of being bombed while landing or taking off. They had to land on

Insufficiently prepared airstrips, often under artillery fire and

air attack. The airfields themselves were often In deep snow,

pitted with bomb craters and scattered with wrecked aircraft and

dumped cargos. In addition they had to contend with Ignition

trouble, defective oarburators, guns that jammed In the bitter

eold, and radio equipment that constantly broke down.-^°

Within the pocket Itself, the Sixth Armj eoxild not appreciate

all the problems that the Luftwaffe was having. Field Marshal von

Paulus on several occasions objected that the Luftwaffe was not

using the facilities at Gurarak to land supplies. On the other

hand, the Luftwaffe complained that the field was not prepared

for night landings and the Sixth Array failed to properly prepare

the fields by clearing the wreckage from them.'*^^ Perhaps both

sides have proper cause for complaint. The Luftwaffe was not

landing on occasion and the Sixth Arn^ had not sirfflclent troops

to clear the fields without endangering a sector of the front.

These are, however, tactical consldei^tlons. They could happen

to any airlift operation and both sides could have valid reasons

for not keeping their side of the bargain. The strategic concept

of even considering the aerial supply of an entire army Is more

suspect If bleme Is going to be placed for the fall of the Sixth

Ars^.

39Rudel, Stuka Tllot . p. 73.

'+°Schroeter, Stalingrad , p. I8l.
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After the surrender of the Slzth Army, severe erltlctsB was

directed at the Luftwaffe for falling In their promise to supply

Stalingrad, '+^ In all fairness to the flyers and ground support

of the Fourth Air Fleet, It must be said that these men performed

very well under the tremendous handicaps that they faced. If

blame must be laid. It must be placed with the Luftwaffe hleirarefay.

On January 16, theire were exactly two hundred and fifty supply

aircraft available to the Fourth Air Fleet, but of these, only

aeventy-ftve were operational.''^ Although there are no reliable

statistics available. It Is felt that the Luftwaffe High Comnand

could have furnished noro logistical support to keep the planes

available In the air, considering that It was Ooerlng's duty,

once Hitler ordered the Sixth Army to remain In Stalingrad, to

commit the Luftwaffe's last reseirvos or aircraft and logistical

support personnel. Even von Mansteln cjipresaes the doubt that

the Luftwaffe High Command did everything In Its power to relieve

all available aircraft for the purpose of supplying Stalingrad,^^

The question of exactly whei^ the blame should rest Is a.

difficult one to answer. Should Adolf Hitler bear the sole re-

sponsibility since he was the man ^o made the final decision to

leave the Sixth Army In place and rely on the airlift to supply

the encircled forces: Was It the fault of Reich Marshal Goerlng

for making the fatal promise that the Luftwaffe could successfully

''^chroeter, Stalingrad , p. 1^9.

'^sehroeter, Stalingrad , p. 161,

''^von Mansteln, Lost Victories , p. 318.
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achieve the supply of the Sixth Army? Can blame be attributed to

on Paulus or to his Chief of Staff because they had asked for

supplies In November? Perhaps some blame can even be laid at the

feet of the hastily created battle groups and fragments of units

irtio had proved unable to hold the airfields at Tatslnskaya and

Morosovskaya.

Again, In typical Nasi fashion, the Luftwaffe attempted to

provide a scapegoat for the disaster. After months of bitter

recriminations between Reich Marshal Ooerlng and Seneraloberst

Jesohonek, as to the responsibility for the failure of the

Luftwaffe to meet Its promises, Jesohonek committed suicide on

August 16, 19l;3,'*^ In this manner the Luftwaffe officially closed

the Stalingrad Incident.

Climatic and Technical Aspects of War In the Soviet Union

In addition to the fiasco of the atteo5>ted airlift to Stalin-

grad, there were other major problems of a magnitude that warrant

examination. The obstacles of climate and Its effect on German

equipment, plus the lack of planning regarding the delivery of

winter equipment to the troops In Russia presented to the front

line commanders In the Soviet Union a tremendous problem. It

must be realized that although the German forces were still superl-

or In quality, and still had tactical air support available, they

nevertheless suffered from great disadvantages. The most serious

hlnderance to German operations on the eastern front was the

'i^Schroeter, Stalingrad , p. 102.



completely Inadeqiiate nature of the Russian poad system. Since

the majority of Geiroan motorized (Panzer Grenadier) forces were

transported by wheeled vehicles, supply and even troop transport

was delayed and on occasion, even prevented by the Impassibility

of the roads during periods of Inclement weather. If perhaps the

forces were equipped with full tracked vehicles, as was the case

with the Soviet troops, the outcome of the entire campaign might

have been imich dlfferent.'^^ The Red Army was apparently very much

aware of this situation, for nearly all their troop carrying ve-

hicles and all supporting artillery were either full or half-

ti^cked. It has been speculated that If the Soviet regime had

provided their nation with a road system comparable to that ex-

isting In Western Europe, the Soviet Union probably would have

been defeated with a minimum of delay. '^

Climatically, the winter of 19I4.1-19U2, was the most severe In

Russia for a hundred years. The normal Issue of clothing to the

Oerman troops, consisting of the regulation overcoat, sweater and

hood were designed for winter wear in Germany, and were quite In-

adequate for the winter In European Russia. Oerman civilians

atteii5)ted to rectify this situation by donating articles of winter

clothing for shipment to the eastern front, but these articles

did not reach the front until the end of January 19l;2, after the

cold had done Its damage .4^7 German troops In the field attempted

'l-^von Mellenthln, Panzer Battles, p. 153.

^Tlossl, The Russo-German Alliance , p. l?!)..

'''U.S., Department of the Army, Effects of Climate on '

In European Russia . Paii5)hlet So. 20-2'ji (Washington: U.S. S
ment Printing Office, February, 1952), p. 18.
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to locally procure Items of winter clothing by purchaslag or con-

fiscating Russian winter equipment, but this later had a tendency

to be dangerous, for Geirman soldiers wearing Russian fur caps,

were often mistaken for Russians and fired on by German troops.

Maintaining equipment during the winter months In Russia was

extremely difficult. German rifles and machine guns often devel-

oped misfires due to the non-cold resistant oil and grease used.

The Germans were never able to develop In time a satisfactory

lubricant for their automatic weapons. For troops In the open,

the only means of eliminating stoppages In the weapons was to uri-

nate on the actions to prevent them from freezing up.^

In addition to the problems of temperatiu^e, thei^ was another

problem existent that adequate research and development techniques

could have prevented. That was In the field of tank tracks. Deep

snow prevented many tank operations since, due to their narrow-

ness and low clearance, many times German tanks became bogged

down In deep snow while Russian tanks were not hindered. The

Soviet tanks, particularly the T-3l(-, KY-1 and the KV-2, were able

to drive through deep snow and attack German positions while the

0erman tanks lay helpless.^ Since the German tanks could not

negotiate deep snow, during times of snowfall, the requli>ement

existed of assigning one battalion of troops per thirty miles of

^°Per3onal conversation In January 1958, with Jacob Krleger,
former Geiwan enlisted man on the eastern front In the Russian
ean5)algns, and presently a U.S. Army civilian employee, Stuttgart,
Germany)

.

''^"tJ.S., Department of the Army, Effects of Climate on Croabat
In European Russia , p. 11.



poad for snow clearing operations.^ It can be easily Imagined

bow many OMibat troops were removed from combat assignments be-

eaiise of this requirement. The critical shortage of snow clear-

ing equipment In the German Army merely compounded this problem.

In the case of railroads, heavy drifting snowfall Interrupted

traffic at a great rate. The Qermans attetnpted to j^elleve this

problem by hiring Russian civilians to clear the tracks. Much

to the Germans sorrow, many partisans Infiltrated these work crews

and planted mines on the tracks, causing large amounts of damage

to the passing trains.^ The German locomotives were not suited

to the Russian winters and broke down In large numbers. The Rus-

sian locomotives were specially equipped with warming jackets ever

the boilers, to keep them from freezing up and exploding. The

Soviets saw to It that very few of these engines fell into German

hands."

Another factor to be considered In the German defeat at

Stalingrad, and the c&mpalgn In general, was the disregard for

proper research In technical areas, and then In attes^jtlng to

compensate for this, the Indiscriminate modifications of existing

equipment, which destroyed the concept of standardization, an

absolute must In modern warfare and logistical support. Soviet

armor was actually superior to the German throughout most of the

U.S., Department of the Army, Effects of Climate on Coinbat
In European Russia , p. 20.

——^—^———

_

^"Ponomarenko and Others, V Tylu Vraga . p. I;3.

^^shabad. Geography of the P.S.S.R.. A Regional Study, p. 8k..
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easipslgn. In 19tt^l, the O^ermans had nothing coinparable with the

T-3!; tank, with Its 50-mm homogenoua armor, 76-nim high velocity

gim and relatively high speed with excellent crosscountry perfor-

mance. To combat these tanks the Mark III and IV tanks were

modified with different gtrns and provoked an ammunition shortage

in many cases."

Hear the end of the Stalingrad operation. Hitler saw to It

that numbers of the new Tiger tanks were thrown Into the line

before they had been properly tested. The result of this was a

rash of breakdowns under combat conditions resulting from Impro-

per testing conditions. Consequently the Tiger tank was never to

be an effective weapon on the eastern front. It can thus be seen

that the tactical and strategical blundeiTS coupled with the fiasco

of the airlift and the Inadequate logistical support through non-

recognltlon of the climatic and human element brought to the

Germans complete disaster.

53Guderlan, Panzer Leader, p. 237.



CHAPTER V

: .

'• THE AFTERMATH

Why did the Gerraana lose the battle of Stalingrad and hence

the war In the east? Was defeat Inevitable In any case, or can

It be ascribed to Oerman fallings? What of the role of the Sovi-

et government and armies? One fact seems to emerge clearly, Ger-

man defeat cannot be ascribed to any single mistake. Let us an-

alyze the major causes of failure and their consequences.

Certainly one of the moat pronounced errors In Geiman strat-

egy was the decision to abandon the drive on Moscow In the fall

of 19l^l. Although the attack on this city was finally launched

in the winter of that year, the Oerman forces were too exhausted

to carry out their mission. The primary role of the Infantry and

armored forces In any array Is to close with the enemy and through

use of fire and maneuver, destroy him. The major portion of the

Red Array was In Moscow. Why then did not the German forces meet

the Soviet forces In a decisive engagement while they still had

the advantages and Initiative on their side? This was an error

In strategy. Why the Germans did not pursue their advantage In

Moscow must be ascribed to Hitler's decision, based upon his

geopolitical reasoning, to launch Instead an attack In the TJ-

kraln.

The fact that Moscow presented an attractive economic objec-

tive did not seem to have occured to Hitler. Moscow was the hub

of all the rail network In European Russia. Cutting this net-

wox^c would have placed a tremendous burden on Soviet transportation
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and their troop carrying capacity. In addition Moscow was the

center of the light industi^y complex. Taking thla area would

have cut off nearly half of all Russian light Industry and ef-

fected their war effort correspondingly. Inasmuch as Moscow

ilea i^ughly In the center of European Russia, taking this city

would have separated the weaker Russian forces In the Leningrad

(Uid Ukrainian sectors, making conmunlcatlon Impossible and giving

the German forces the opportunity of defeating these forces piece-

meal.

Although the sti^teglo mistake of not taking Stalingrad and

ashing the major portion of the Soviet forces In this area was

a great mistake, certain tactical errors also contributed heavily

to the German defeat. Perhaps one of the most laqoortant of these

tactical blunders was the creation of salients In the Ukraine

and Caucasus regions which presented the Soviet forces with an

opportunity of making a telling blow on the Germans through flank

attacks. It Is military dogma that a flank Is never exposed In-

discriminately, yet the Germans presented not only one flank, but

two. The Stalingrad salient was perhaps the most dangerous for

It blantently Invited the major, undefeated Soviet forces In the

Moaeow area to move south and attack the north shoulder of the

Stalingrad salient. Hitler apparently never learned that a salient

la very dangerous. His generals, particularly those at OKW,

should have demanded that the purely military factors be taken

Into consideration.

The division of effort by sending Araj Group A Into the

Caucasus was unforgivable. With the major portion of the Soviet
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forces still undefoated, how tha SenMn generals ooald have tol-

erated the separation of their forces Is beyond understanding.

Had the Oerman forees had a superiority of manpower, this deci-

sion would have been understandable, but with an Inferiority of

strength, It presented the Russians with an open Invitation to

launch an attack. The formation of the salients presented the

Russians with an attractive target, yet the flank security pro-

vided by the Oenaans was In the form of the unreliable Italian,

Hungarian and Ronanlan troops. This Insured that any Russian

aaaault against these flanks would be successful.

Another Oerman error In elementary tactics was the abandon-

ent of mobile operations in favor of static warfare In the sali-

ents. By late 19U2, the only advantage the Oermans possessed was

their superiority In the employment of tanks. Although the Sovi-

ets had demonstrated that they possessed keen knowledge In this

field, by fielding a tank that was actually superior to any the

Oermans had (T-3U) , tha Qerman employment of armor was still

superior. Ignoring this advantage Hitler chose to tie up his

foi^es In the Stalingrad and Caucasian salients.

The fiasco of the attetopted air lift to supply the Sixth

Anay after their eaelrolement speaks for Itself In that It was a

complete failure. After the Sixth Army had been cut off, there

was still a chance to save It, had It not been for the promises

of Hermann Goerlng to supply this army with all the requested

supplies. Despite the warnings of Luftwaffe commanders In the

field that such en air lift was not feasible, the decision was

ade to require that the Sixth Amy remain In the pocket. The
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loss of over 2$0,000 men In the disaster at Stalingrad was Irrep-

arable to the German cause In the Soviet Union and could have been

prevented with the usage of oommon sense.

Although, as has been pointed out, many German mistakes,

both tactical and strategic, certainly contributed to final de-

feat, the Soviet effort cannot be Ignored. The Red Amjy seemed

to beeene more and more efficient as time passed. Over and over

the Huaslans were able to discover where the German front was

weak, to concenti^te their own formations against these sectors,

and to achieve deep penetrations, often a co^ilete breakthrough,

which compelled the withdrawal of the front in the neighboring

sectors as well as those assaulted. The German abandonment of

mobile tactics which had led to early unexpected victories in the

war, and the adoptlbn of the rigid defense of established lines

or advance posts was no match for the Russians, with their supe-

rior man-power, assisted by effective Intelligence and partisans.

The modest requirements of the Red soldier and the Soviet's ef-

fective use of railroads all contributed to the German defeat.

The Russian generalship In this battle was outstanding.

There were minor errors of commission and omission In the diffi-

cult phases, but the broad strategical conceptions of their High

Command Justify the credit that was later given them. They had

studied their Clauaewltz and their principles of war even as the

Germans, but unlike the latter, the Soviets used It. They knew

the Inherent weakness of the flanks and shoulders of a salient.

They most have enjoyed the spectacle of the Germans throwing,

week after week, more and more elite divisions Into the tip of
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the long Stalingrad salient. Zhukov and his generals selected

Just the right moment to spring the baited trap. However, mili-

tary history records that every battle of annihilation Is the re-

sult not only of the superb strategy of the victor, but also of

the errors of the vanquished. Just as Tannenburg had Its Hlnden-

burg and Its Saasonov, so Stalingrad had Its Zhukov and Its Hitler.

The 19U2 campaign In the Ukraine was a reckless military ad-

venture. But while Hitler erred on the side of blantant military

Ignoifanee and the sort of mad arrogance which, according to the

Sreeka, strikes those whom the gods wish to destroy, his generals

were guilty of unforgivable moral cowardice and betrayal of their

military Integrity. Between them they lead the Oerman armies and

soldiers to disaster.

Contrary to the statements of many German generals the Sixth

Army might have been saved on several occasions, assuming that

the encirclement was not preventable. How the Sixth Arnqr could

have saved Itself was shown by the way that Array Group A In the

Caucasus did save Itself, under worse conditions, for It had

pushed Its salient much deeper. The Russian forces surged down

the valley of the Don from Stalingrad towards the Black Sea, after

von Paulus had been cut off, and came within barely forty miles

of the Rostov bottleneck when Klelst's army group In the Caucasus

was l|00 miles east of Rostov. Hitler had Just previously Insisted

that It had to hold where It was, but at the last moment was In-

duced to permit a withdrawal. Although constantly menaced In the

flanks and rear. Army Group A got back to safety through the

bottleneck, while the Russian troops were held off. That long
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retreat In the depths of winter was one of the most reraai4cable

feata of extrication from a trap In all military history. It can

thus be seen that the Sixth Amy should hare been given the op-

portiinlty to attenrpt to break out of the pocket regardless of what

their gasoline supply was. Even assuming high losses, the major-

ity, with stiff fighting, could have survived.

It ean therefore be seen that the tragedy of Stalingrad was

not a military necessity but a mistake by Hitler and his Supreme

Command. After the refusal to allow an Immediate withdrawal, an

Immediate surrender after the abandonment of the Fourth Panzer

Army<8 relief attempt In December, would have had serious and In-

calculable consequences for Army Group Don, but Hitler might well

have spax>ed the Sixth Army Its final anguish, which began about

the 20th of January.

It should be pointed out that by the time of the fall of

Stalingrad, many generals were still considering a possible mili-

tary stalemate and were not thinking of a lost war. Beyond this,

however, a farslghted and responsible grotqp of military and ci-

vilians were already striving for an end to the war. The man

leading this thinking group was Oeneraloberst Beek.^ Beck, In a

published letter to von }fe.nsteln shortly after the disaster at

Stalingrad, asked him what he thought of the conduct of the war

and the hopelessness of continuing the stzniggle. Hansteln replied;

"The war Is not finally lost until the men leading It consider It

^Wleder, Frankfurter Hefte. p. 321.
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• o."^ It Is to be regretted that Manateln did not Include his

letters to Beck In his memoir*.

Kansteln did, however, confide In a lawyer after the war, who

had asked him when he thought the war was finally lost. Mansteln

answered: "In the winter of 19l;2-l;3. The German front was torn

asvinder by the Russians and was untenable. I knew that the Rus-

sians with their tremendous reserves of cen would bit by bit

squash us."^ The contention that remains foremost Is that to win

a war against the Russians, the methods of attrition can not be

used. The Soviet Army must be met In the field and destroyed.

A resulting question must be considered. Was the loss of some

270,000 men at Stalingrad necessary? Not only the loss of the

Sixth Amy must be considered to answer this question, but also

the Impact on the nearly one million families In Germany and

Austria of whom the troops belonged. Morale was destroyed In these

families. If one thinks that In total war, the decisive weight

Is placed on moral factors, then the battle of Stalingrad Is to

be considered the turning point of the war. Although Field

Marshal Ton Kansteln tries to downgrade this battle as Just an-

other defeat. It in fact belongs to one of the greatest disasters

In Ctonaan history.

In many phases It was said that the German people had to

make sacrifices and the battle of Stalingrad was Just one of these

sacrifices. This cannot be the ease. In any sacrifice. In order

2wieder, Frankfurter Hefte . p. 321.

•'wieder, Frankfurter Hefte. p. 322.
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to Justify It, r«tuj>iu greater than that saerlflced have to be

gained. Nothing except a alight delay In the German destruction

was gained from the Stalingrad sacrifice. In reality this was the

end result of Incompetent military and political leadership.

An Interesting side to the Stalingrad story was In the re-

narks of the captured German generals. Paul Holt of the London

Dally Express Interviewed the captured generals after their sur-

render. Field ^talrshal von Paulus at the time rafused to say any-

thing except: "Prledrlch, aged fifty-two."** Von Paulus* s chief

of staff, General Bielefeld Schmidt and his adjutant, Oberst Adan,

would also say nothing. Other captured generals, however, would

tallc to the press. General Helmut Schlemmer, commander of the

XTV Panzer Corps and General Otto Rlnoldl, Chief of Sanitary

Services for the Sixth Ariny were willing to speak freely. Both

were very bitter of the treatment accorded to the Sixth Army by

Hitler. Generalmajor Morltz von Drebber, commander of the 297th

Infantry Division, volunteered the statement that he had orders

from von Paulus to continue fighting until the last man, but If

he bad been given the opportunity, he believed that he could have

Infiltrated out of the loosely woven pocket.^ As It was, hunger,

eold and lack of anmiunltlon seeoied to be the reason that most of

the generals had for the final fall of the Sixth Array.

This undoubtedly was In part the truth. There were, however,

'Kerr, The Russian Army; Its Men. Its Leaders. Its Battles
p • 226

•

%err. The Russian Ar»i;r} Its Men. Its Leaders. Its Battles
p. 227.

•
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other liqportaat reasons from the Russian point of view for the

defeat. Some of these reasons could Include the brilliant manner

In which Tlmoahenko retreated In the early weeks of the German

offensive, conserving his men and material for future battles and

the long line of German communications, supply lines that ln«

eluded only two railroads which were constantly harressed by

partisans. The outstanding courage of the Russian soldlex>s,

whose eonbat efficiency Improved conslatantly as the ean^algn

progressed, and who refused, under great pressure, to yield all

of Stalingrad, Soviet superiority In artillery and months of

hard training for battle before Russian divisions went Into the

7
line also contributed heavily.

The men at Stalingrad knew at the end that they had been

written off the ledger. It must have filled them with disgust

when they realized that their abandonment and approaching end

were already being hidden behind bypoerltleal phrases concerning

necessity and honor. And so It was that the last message was

received by Army Group Don fi*om the Stalingrad pocket on February

2, 19l|3, at 12s35 P.M. The message read: "Cloud base 15,000

feet, visibility seven miles, sky clear, occasional scattered

nlnibus clouds, temperature minus 31 degrees centigrade, over

Stalingrad, fog and red hase. Meteorological station now closing
o

down. Greetings to the homeland."

°Savln, Bltva pod Stallngradom . p. lij.3.

7chulkov, Street Fighting - The Lessons of Stalingrad , p. 68.

"Schroeter, Stalingrad , p. 251.
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APPEBDIX A

Equivalent unit and rank designations for the United States,
Gemany and the Soviet Union.

Unit Designations:

U. S. deslRnatlon German designation Soviet deslf^natlon

Armored units Panzer Tank
Infantry units Infantry Rifle
Armored Infantry Panzer Grenadier Mechanized

units
Self-propelled ar- Assault guns Assault guns

tillery
Engineers Engineers Sappers

Military Ranks:

U. S. deslKnatlon German designation Soviet deslRnatlon

Lieutenant Colonel Oberstleutnant Podpolkovntk
Colonel Oberst Polkovnlk
Brigadier Oeneral Generalniajor General-Halor
Major General Gonera 1leutnaat Oeneral-Leltenant
Lieutenant General General der

(combat arm)
General-Polkovnlk

General Generaloberat General Armll
General of the Army Peldmarschall Marshal

Relehmai^ehall r&rshal Sovyetskovo
Soyuza

• "'

- •
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APPENDIX B

The organization of major headquarters vlthtn the Wehrmaeht ;

1. The Supreme Commander, Adolf Hitler, had his own small
advisory staff, the WehrmachtsfuehrunRstab (WFStb ), headed by

Feldmarshall Keltel and Generaloberat Jodl. This Is referred to

as the Armed Forces Command Staff, be Hitler's Headquarters, or

as Supreme Headquarters, depending on Its function.

2. The Oberkommando der Wehrwaeht (OKW). Is translated as

Ai'med Forces High Command. This senior headquarters controlled.
In theory, all Germany's armed forces: It vas also respondible
for all operations other than those on the Eastern Front. The
titular head of this organization was Adolf Hitler, In his ca-
pacity as Commander-in-Chief Armed Forces.

3. The Oberitommando des Heeres (OKH ), la translated as the
Anny High Command. This headquarters was In command of all the

German armies for administrative, supply and other such purposes.
It was also responsible for operations on the Eastern Front, but
not for the other theaters of operations. After the dismissal of
Peldmarschall von Brauchltsch, Hitler assumed the title of CoBMnd-
er-ln-Chlef of the Army. The Army High Command was, however. In
fact headed by the Chief of the General Staff (Generalstab) , dur-
ing the period of this campaign, Oeneraloberst Hadler and later
6enei>aloberst Zeltzler.

!|. The Deutsche Generalstab , Is translated the Army General
Staff, which supplied the majority of the officers at Array High
Command, as well as all the senior and most of the Junior staff
officers with the units In the field. It was not. Itself, a
headquarters

.

The organization of major headquarters within the Soviet Forces t

1. The Gosudarstvennyl Komltet Oborony (QKO ) . Is translated
aa the State Defense Commlltee. It consisted of five to eight
•ad>ers of the Politburo (Political Bureau) headed by Stalin him-
self. This organization decided on all courses of action through-
out the war.

2. The Stavka or General Headquarters consisted of a select
personal staff to Stalin of from twelve to fourteen top military
officers who advised Stalin and had the task of developing over-
all strategic plans for the conduct of the war.

3. The Generalnll Shtab or General Staff Is, In oi*ganlza-
tlon, vejry similar to the German General Staff, In that It wma
not en operational entity, but rather furnlsbad personnel to
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arlous staff fiincttona within the oparatlooal organizations.^

ISchroeter, Stalingrad , pp. 32-33.
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APPENDIX C

TOP SECRET

Sixth Army Command Array Hq. 19. August 191*2

Opns, Dept. Nr. 30l»UA2. t,8. 181*5 hrs.
11 copies
Copy Hr. 9

Army Order
for the attack on Stalingrad

(Kap 1:100.000)

1. The Russian enemy will defend the Stalingrad area
stubbornly. He holds the high ground on the east bank of the Don
and west of Stalingrad and has built defensive positions there In
great depth.

It must be assumed that he has assembled forces. Including
•mored brigades, ready to counter-attack, both In the Stalingrad
area and In the area north of the Isthmus between the Don and the
Volga Rivers.

Therefore In the advance across the Don towards Stalingrad
the Army must reckon with enemy resistance In front and with
heavy counter-attacks against the northern flank of our advance.

It Is possible that the annihilating blows struck during the
past few weeks will have destroyed the enemy's means for fighting
m determined defensive action.

2. Sixth Army will occupy the Isthmus between the Don and
Volga north of the railway line Kalatch-Stallngrad and will pro-
tect Its own northern and eastern fronts.

With this Intention the Army will cross the Don and Volga
between Feskovatka and Ostrovskll. Point of main effort, on either
side of Vertlatchl. With standing protection being provided along
the northern flank, armored and motorized formations will advance
over the high ground between the Rossosbka and the sources of the
Karennala Into the area imnedlately north of Stalingrad, and then
to the bank of the Volga, while at this same time forces will be
detached to fight their way Into and occupy Stalingrad from the
north-west.

This advance will be accompanied by a subsidiary advance on
the southern flank by a detached force advancing long the central
reaches of the Rossoshka. This force will establish contact
south-west of Stalingrad with the mobile troops of the neighboring
array advancing on that city.

Initially a weak covering force will hold a line facing south-
west towards the area between the lower reaches of the Rossoshka
and the Kartovka rivers and the Don below Ealatch. This area will
be mopped up from the north-east as soon as the forces of the
neighboring army advancing towards the Kartovka shall have arrived.
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with the progress of the advance on the east bank of the

Don, the forces stationed along the west bank of that river below
Italyl will be steadily reduced In strength, since their task

will then be that of a security force. This force will later

cross the river on both sides of Kalateh and participate In the

destruction of the enemy forces In that area.

3. Objectives:
XXIV Panzer Corps will hold the west bank of the Don from

Army's right-hand boundary to Lutchlnskole and with the 71 In-
fantry Division, will prepare to leave a minimum security force

to hold the Don while establishing a bridgehead on either aide of

Kalateh from which 71 Infantry Division will advance eastwards.
Release of this Corps headquarters for further employnont

elsewhere Is to be prepared against.
LI Army Corps will seize a further bridgehead across the

Don on either side of Vertlatchl. Por this purpose the following
Units at present under XXIV Panzer Corps will be tei^orarlly placed

under the command, viz. artillery, engineer, traffic control, anti-
tank and the necessary signals units.

As soon as the XIV Panzer Corps shall have advanced east-
wards from the bridgehead, LI Array Corps will become responsible
for covering the right flank of the advance.

With this Intention, LI Array Corps will attach across the
Rossosbke between Nljnl-Alexelevskl and Bol. Rossoshka, will
occupy the high ground west of Stalingrad, and will temporarily
establish southwesterly contact with the advancing mobile forces
of the neighboring army to our right.

The cojrps will then capture and occupy the central and
southern parts of Stalingrad. Meanwhile weak forces will form a

covering line between Peskovatka and Hljnl-Alexelevskl. A special
Army order will decide when the time has come to annihilate the
Russian forces located south of this line and north of the
Earpovka.

XTV Panzer Corps, after the capture of the bridgehead by
LI Amy Corps will push foivard through the bridgehead, advancing
eastwards over the high ground north of Malrossoshka and Hp.
Konala to the Volga north of Stalingrad. It will prevent all
river traffic and cut off all rail communications Immediately to
the north of the city.

Elements of the Corps will attach Stalingrad from the north-
west and occupy the northern parts of the city. Tanks will not be
used for this purpose. In the north a covering line will be
established running along the high ground south-west of Tersovka
and south of the Oratshevala stream. While so doing closest con-
tact will be maintained with the VIII Army Corps advancing from
the west.

VIII Army Corps will cover the northern flank of the XIV
Panzer Corps. It will launch a sharp attack In a south-easterly
direction from the bridgehead captured between ITljnl Oerrasslmov
and Oatrovskll, and then, swinging steadily north, will form a
line which must so far as possible be proof against attack by
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armored forces, between KUsmltehl and Katehaltnskala. Close
contact will be maintained with XIV Panzer Corps.

XI znc XVII Army Corps will cover the northern flank of the
Anajr.

XI Army Corps will release 22 Panzer Division, as soon as
possible, to Army reserve. This division will be assembled ready
for action In area Dalll-Perekovskole-Orekhovskll-Ssellvanov.

U. D-Day and H-Hour will be announced In a special order.

5t Boundaries as given on map attached.

6. VIH Air Corps will give air support to the Army's
attack, with point of main effort Initially In LI Army Corps
sector, later switching to line of advance of XTV Panzer Corps.

7. Anqy H.Q. as of dawn, 21 August: Osslnovskole.

8. Contents of this may only be communicated to subordinate
commands and only such parts as are relevant to the future opera-
tions by the subordinate command In question may be commiulcated.

This order Is not to be carried by plane. Attention will be
drawn to the secret nature of such parts of this order as are
communicated to subordinate commands.

The Commander-in-Chief

PAtlMS^

'•Sohroeter, Stalingrad , pp. Sk-ZJ.
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APPKKDIX D

TEXT OP MESSAGE PROM VON PAtJLTJS TO AKJff GROUP B

1800 hours
HoTomber 22, 19U2
Urgent

Army encircled. Despite heroic resistance while of Tsarltsa
Valley, railway from Sovletskl to Kalatch, the Don bridge at
Kalateh, high groiind on west bank as far as Golubtnskala,
Olsklnskll and Kralnll Inclusive now In Russian hands.

Further eneny forces are advancing from the south-oast
through Buslnovka northwards and also In great strength from the
west. Situation at Surovlklno and Chlr, unknown.

Intense patrol activity on the Stalingrad and northern
fronts. Attacks on IV Anny Corps repulsed and also on 76 Infantry
Division. 76 Infantry Division reports small local penetrations.

Army hopes to be able to construct a western front east of
the Don along the Oolubala line. Southern front west of the Don
still, open. Whether Intensive weakening of northern flank will
permit construction of thin line running Kapovka-Marlnovka-
Golublnka appears problematical.

The Don now frozen and can be crossed. Fuel siQsplles almost
•zfaausted. Tanks and heavy weapons will then be Immobilized,
UBonltlon situation acute, food supplies available for a further
alx days.

The Army Intends to hold the area still In Its possession
between Stalingrad and the Don, and has taken all steps to
Implement this Intention.

This Is, however, conditional on closing the southern front
and on receiving an^le airborne supplies.

Request freedom of decision In the event of failure to
construct southern defensive position. The situation could then
compel the abandonment of Stalingrad and the northern front, and
an attack In maximum strength against the enemy on tho southern
front between the Don and the Volga with the objective the re-
establlshment of contact with Fourth Panzer Army, Prospects of
a successful attack westwards are impromlslng In view of eneo^
strength and terrain difficulties that sector.

Signed: PAULUS^

Ischroeter, Stalingrad , pp. 90-91.
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APPEHDIX E

Text of message from Headquarters, kmj Group B to Oberkonmando
dea Eeeres.

Vorendtor 22, 19l;2

Despite the e^ceeptlonal gravity of the decision to be taken,
with the far-reaching consequences of which Z am well aware, I
must report that I regard It as necessai^ to accept General
Paulus's proposal for the withdrawal of Sixth Amy. I^r reasons
are as follows:

1. The supplying of the twenty divisions that constitute
this anny Is not feasible by air. With the air transport avail-
able, and In favorable weather conditions, It will only be
possible to supply the encircled forces by air with one-tenth
of their essential dally requirements.

2. Since the probable ftture developments do not offer any
certainty of a rapid penetration of the encircling enemy forces
from the outside, the attach to relieve the Sixth Army cannot.
In view of the time required to assemble the r«llevLng force, be
mounted before the 10th of December. The Array General Staff has
been Informed of the detailed time-table for the assembly of the
units In question. The rapid deterioration of Sixth Army's
situation as regards supplies Indicates that these must be ex-
hausted within a few days. Ammunition will soon be expended,
since the encircled force Is being attacked from all sides.

HoiMTOr, I believe that a bjreakthrough by Sixth Army in
a soatfaimsterly direction will result In a favorable develop-
nent In the situation as a whole.

With the total dissolution of the Third Romanian Army,
the Sixth Amy Is now the only fighting formation capable of
inflicting damage on the enemy. The proposed direction of
attack, opening towards the south-west and then being followed
by the northern wing advancing along the railway from Chlr to
Morosovskala, will result In a relaxation of the existing tension
In the Svetnole-Kotelnlkovo area. Finally, the remaining combat
strength of Sixth Array will provide an essential reinforcement
for the new offensive that must now be built, and for the prepara-
tion of our counter-attack.

I am well aware that this proposed oi>eratton will entail
heavy losses, particularly In ajwis and equipment. But these will
be far less than those that must ensue If the situation Is left
to develop, as It must do. In existing conditions, with the

•: vr
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Inevitable starring out of the encircled army as the certain
result.

Signed: PREIHERR VON WEIGHS
Generaloberstl

ISehroeter, Stalingrad , p. 92.
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APPEKDIX P

From Conmiander, Sixth Amy Ouoirak Station
26th Hov. X9l|2

(Written by hand of officer)
Field Marshal v. Mansteln
Commander, Don Army Group,

Dear Field Karshal,

I beg to acknowledge your signal of 2!t.th HoverAer and to
thank you for the help you propose giving. To assist you In
forming an appreciation of my position, I am taking the liberty
to report the following;

(1) When the lairge scale Russian attacks on the army's
right and left hand neighbors started on 19th November, both ny
flanks were exposed within two days and quickly penetrated by
Soviet mobile forces. When our own mobile formations llh Pz.
Corps) were pulled westwards across the Don, their spearheads ran
Into superior enemy forces west of the river. This put them In
an extremely difficult situation, particularly as their movement
was restricted by fuel shortage. Simultaneously the enen^ moved
Into the rear of 11 Corps, which In accordance with orders had
folly malntslned its positions towards the north. Since It was
no longer possible to take any forces out of the front to ward off
this danger, I was left with no alternative but to fold 11 Corps
left wing back to the south and subsequently to have the Corps
fall back Initially Into a bridgehead west of the Don In order that
the elements on that side of the river were not spilt off from the
main body.

While these measures were being carried out, an order was
received from the Fuehrer calling for an attack on Dobrlnskaya
with llj Pz. Corps' left wing. This ojnJer was overtaken by events
and could not be compiled with.

(2) Harly on 22nd November 1; Corps, which had hitherto
beloi^ed to Fourth Panzer Army, came under n^ conmand. Its right
vlng was falling back from south to north through Buzlnovka,
whleh meant that the entli^e south and southwest flank was laid
open. To prevent the Russians from marching unchecked through
the ajemf^s rear towards Stalingrad, I had no choice but to pull
fopees oiut of the city and the front In the north. There was a
possibility that these would arrive In time, whereas they would
not do so If SrB.\m from the area west of the Don.

With the forces supplied by us from the Stalingrad front l^.

Corps succeeded In establishing a weak southern front with Its
western wing at Matlnovka. This however was penetrated several
tlaes on 23rd Hovember, and the outcome Is still uncertain. On
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the afternoon of 23rd Ifovember strong enemy armor, Including 100 ^

tanks alone, waa Identified In the area west of Marlnovka. In
the whole of the area between Marlnovka and the Don there vere
nothing but fllaisy Germaii protective scireens. The way to Stalin-
grad lay open to the Russian tanks and motorized forces, as did

that to the Don bridge In the direction of Pestkovatka.

For the past thlrty-slx hours I had received no orders or
Information from a higher level. In a few hours I was liable to
be confronted with the following situation:

(a) Either I must remain In position on ny western and
northern fronts and very soon see the array rolled up from behind,
(In which case I should formally be complying with the orders

Issued to me), or else.

(b) I must make the only possible decision and turn with all
figr might on the eneiqy who was about to stab the arn^ from behind.
In the latter event, clearly, the eastern and northern fronts can
no longer be held and it can only be a matter of breaking through
to the south-west.

In case of (b) I should admittedly be doing Justice to the
situation but should also - for the second time - be guilty of
disobeying an ortler.

(3) In this difficult sltti&tlon I sent the Fuehrer a signal
asking for freedom to take such a final decision If It should
beeoms necessary. I wanted to have this authority In order to
guard against Issuing the only possible 03?der In that situation
too late.

I have no means of proving that I should only Issue such an
order In an extreme emergency and can only ask you to accept my
word for this.

I have received no direct reply to this signal. On the other
hand, we have today received the two attached O.K.H. signals
(enclosures 1 and 2) which restrict me further still. In this
connection I might note that both I and all n;y formation commandei^s
are firmly resolved to hold out to the last. However, In view of
my responsibility to the Fuehrer for the odd 300,000 men Intrusted
to my charge. It will be appreciated why I have asked for permission
to take appropriate action in the last extreme. The situation I

have Indicated can. Incidentally, arise again any day or hour.

Today's situation Is being communicated to you by map.
Even though It has been possible to move more forces up to the
south-western front, the position there la still strained. The
southern front (l^ Corps) has consjolldated somewhat and beaten
off heavy enemy Infantry and armored assaults throughout the last
few days, though not without considerable losses to ourselves and
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a heavy expendltui>e of ammunltton.

The Stalingrad front Is from day to day realatlng strong
eneiny pressure. On the northern front these la trouble In the
north-east quarter (9lt Inf. Dlv.) and on the western wink (76
Inf. Dlv.). As I see It, the main assaults on the northern
front have still to come, as up here the enemy has roads and
railways with which to bring up r«lnforoeraenta to the northern
front fr«B the west.

The airlift of the last three days has brought only a

fraction of the calculated minimum requirements (600 tons equals
300 Ju dally). In the very ne-szt few days supplies can lead to a
crisis of the utmost gravity.

I still believe, however, that the aray can hold out for a
time. On the other hand - even If anything like a corridor la
cut through to me - It la atlll not possible to tell whether
the dally Increasing weakness of the army, combined with the lack
of acconmodatlon and wood for constructional and heating purposes,
will allow the area around Stallngiwd to be held for any length of
time.

As I am now being dally bombarded with numerous underatand-
able Inquiries about the future, I should be grateful If I could
be provided with more Information than hitherto In order to In-
crease the confidence of n^ man.

Allow me to say, Herr Foldmarschall, that I regard your
leadership as a guarantee that everything possible Is being done
to assist Sixth Array. For their own part, my commanders and
gai:.ant troops will join im In doing everything to Justify yovir

trust.

Yours etc,

PADLBS

P.S. In the elrenmstanees I hope you will overlook the Inadequacy
of the paper and the fact that this letter Is In longhand.

I

^on Manateln, Lost Victories, p. 55l«
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APPEHDIX (J

TOP SECRET
By Hand of Officer Only
To: Chief-of-Staff O.K.H. 9th Dec. lj.2

Opeiratlons Bi*anch O.E.H.

APPRECIATION OP SrnJATIOH

1, Informa 1 1 on about the Snemy . Enemy has conanltted
further strong forces against this Army Oroiq> In last ten days.
These consist primarily of the reserves expected In our apprecia-
tion of 28th Nov. but also Include additional forces. Total
formations Identified by Army Group az>e:

86 rifle divisions
17 rifle brigades
^ tank brigades
lU motorized brigades
11 cavalry divisions.

I.e. 182 formations. In addition to these, we have Identified
thirteen Independent tank regiments, tank battalions and anti-
tank brigades.

Following Is detailed bz<eak-down of eneoiy forces:

(a) Surrounding Stalingrad fortress area:

Volga front .- Sixty-Second Arn^ (eight rifle divisions,
three rifle brigades and one tank brigade vip; two rifle, two tank
and two motorized brigades In reserve.

Hortbern front .- Sixty-Sixth and Twenty-Fourth Armies
(seventeen ririe divisions and one motorized brigade up; four
rifle and four tank brigades In reserve).

Western front.- Sixty-Fifth and Twenty-First Armies
(ten rifle divisions, seven tank and two motorized brigades, five
tank regiments and one anti-tank brigade up; four tank brigades
In reserve).

Southern front .- Fifty-Seventh and Sixty-Fourth Armies
(seven rlrie divisions, six rifle, six tank and six motorized
brigades and two tank regiments up; apparently two rifle divisions,
two rifle, five tank and one motorized brigade and five motorized
reglnents In reserve).

la the last ten dajs the •ttBoj bad attacked the northern.
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western and southern fronts In turn. His laaln pressure Is un-
doubtedly directed against the western front, whereas he Is
relatively weak on the southern one.

(b) Soviet assault on Stalingrad Is being covered to the
south-west on the Chlr front - by Fifth Tank Array (twelve rifle
divisions, five cavalry divisions, two motorized calvary divisions,
four tank brigades, one tank regiment and two motorized brigades
up; two rifle divisions, four tank brigades and one motorized
brigade In reserve). Immediately to the north, facing the centre
and left wing of the Hollldt Group, ai^ three more rifle divisions.

Covering the assault In a southerly direction, east of th»
Don, Is Ptfty-Plrst Army (four rifle and four cavalry divisions,
one tank and one motorized brigade up; one tank and one rifle
brigade In reserve). Reason for concentration of further motorized
forces behind this front Is still not clear.

(c) Reconnaissance during the last few days has jwvealed
unloading operations east of Stalingrad and troop movements
across the Don to the south, past the eastern front of the Hollldt
Group. While the Soviet covering front east of the Don has
remained largely passive, probably because of concentjratlon of
motorized forces to the rear Is not yet complete, the eneniy has
attacked across the Chlr In strength on the Chlr bridgehead and
west of the Chlr railway station. On account of the north-to-
south movements In front of the Hollldt Group we must expect this
attack to be extended further westwards.

(d) In the fighting to date the enemy has undoubtedly lost
a considerable amount of his armor, but hitherto he has been able
to fill the gaps by bringing up new tank regiments etc. The
offensive capacity of his Infantry remains low; the effect of his
artillery has considerable Increased, notably on the western
front of Stalingrad.

2. Information About Own Troops .

(a) Sixth Aray . So far the array has beaten off all eneii^
assaults, through at the cost of considerable losses. Special
report Is being submitted on Its present fighting capacity. The
following were the holdings of the main types of ammunition on
5th December U2, given in percentages of primary issues

t

5-oB vehicle-drawn gun 59 % l5-cm mortar 25 %
7.5-eiii vehicle-drawn gim 39.lp Light howitzer 3lj. %
8-cm mortar 30.8;? 10-cm cannon 19 21.6^
.5-eiii vehicle-drawn gim 39.lp Light howitzer 3^ %
-cm mortar 30.8;? 10-cm cannon 19 21.6^
ight Infantry gun 28 %
eavy infantry gun 25 %

Fraseat ration stocks, with broad cut to 200 gr., will last
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till about 11) Dec. for bread, 20 Doc. for midday meal and 19
Dec. for evening meal.

Despite exemplary efforts of the Luftwaffe, biggest air-
lift attained to date was 300 tons on 7th Dec. owing to bad
weather. Of 186 aircraft used that day, two were shot down and

nine failed to i^turn. On all other days tonnage lifted varied
between 25 tons {27th Nov.) and 1^0 tons (8th Deo,), at a dally
mlnLnDiBi requli>ement of I4OO tons.

(b) Fourth Panzer Army . Assembly of 57 Pz. Corps not
materially completed until 10th Dec, Instead of 3rd Dec, as

hoped, owing to bogging down of wheeled elements of 23 Pz. Dlv.
1|.8 Pz. Corps (336 Inf. Dlv., 11 Pz. Dlv. and 3 Luftwaffe Pd.
Dlv.) had Initially to be thrown In on the Chlr front to restore
situation there. Battle still In progress.

(c) Romanian formations . Fourth Romanian Array, lying north
of 16 Mot. Inf. Dlv., at present standing fast. It cannot, how-
ever, be expected to withstand an attack of any strength from the

north, particularly as It has been directed by Marshal Antonescu
to avoid being cut off. In the case of Third RMuanlan Army, apart
from reasonably Intact 1 Rom. Corps forming part of the Hollldt
Groiq>, the fighting poi-fer of the remnents of the Romanian divisions
committed forward amounts to not more than ono or two battalions.
No artillery worth mentioning any longer exists. Because of the
weapon shortage, reconatltutlon of fonnatlona In rear areas has
produced no tangible results. It must also be faced that Romanian
formation staffs are not acting with necessary energy. They
attribute their defeat to 'force majeure*. In which they Include
the German Command. For the rest, entire front of the Third Rom,
Arsy Is hold by various types of emergency unit. In view of the
absence of artillery and anti-tank guns there must be no llluslona
about ability of this front to hold out for any length of tlms
should eneny attack It In strength, particularly with armored
forces. This motley collection of forces, which have nothing to
hold them together froii within, must shortly be relieved by proper
combat units, since neither their composition nor their combat
efficiency qualify them for a protracted spell at the front. A-
part from this, those of them formed from specialist units from
communications zones cannot be withheld from their proper functions
without prejudicing the overall supply position.

3. Own Intentions . Anny Group Intends, as already reported,
to attack as early as possible with Fourth Pz. Amy In order to
make contact with Sixth Army. For the time being, however, soft
state of ground precludes any advance by 57 Pz. Corps, Whether
divisions of I4.C Pi.. Corps can be fully released on the Chlr front
by 11 Dec. Is still uncertain. It will be necessary to bring 17
Pz. Dlv. Into the attack, and orders have been given to this effect.
As eneo^ must thus be expected shortly to extend his attacks on
Chlr front in general direction of Morosovakaya, Hollldt Group
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nrust co-operate to relieve pressure on this front, either by
attacking In general direction of Perelasovaky or by handing over
one Oeitaan division.

1;. Genei^l Conclualona . The weight of forces brought In by
enen^ against Don Artny Group nalcea It clear that he sees his main
point of effort here. He will carry on the struggle In this
sector as long as possible by bringing over forces from other
fronts

.

Rsgardless of how Sixth Army's own position may develop In
the tuaaedlate future, therefore. It will still be necessary to
maintain a steady flow of reinforcements to Don Arn^sr Group. Of
decisive liaportance In this connection Is that everything be done
to Increase their rate of arrival. At the present rate we shall
alirays lag- behind the Russians. I further consider It essential
that everything be done to restore the usefulness of the Romanian
kraj, particularly as regards Its will to fight and Its confidence
In the German Comniand.

As to whether Sixth Aimiy should be taken out of the pocket
once contact Is re-established, I consider that the following
factors must be carefully weighed:

(a) Should the ariny be left In the fortress area. It Is

entirely possible that the Russians will tie themselves down here
and gradually fritter away their manpower In useless assaults. At
the same time It must be faced that Sixth Array Is having to live
and fight under particularly unfavorable conditions In the fortraaa
and that If the present ratio of strengths i^malns In force much
longer, contact may well be lost again. At bast It must be aaaumed
that there will be no decisive change In the next few weeks.

(b) On the other hand, one most also allow for the possi-
bility that the Russians i^lll take the proper action and, while
Bialntalnlng their enelr«lement of Stalingrad, launch strong attacks
against Third and Fourth Romanian Armies with Rostov as their
target. If this happens out most vital forces will be operationally
immobilized In the fortress area or tied down to keeping the link
with It open, whereas the Russians will have freedom of action
along the whole of the Array Group's remaining front. To maintain
this situation throughout the winter strikes me as Inexpedient.

(c) The corollary of any decision to keep Sixth Amy at
Stalingrad must therefore be the decision to fight this battle
through to conqjletely decisive ending. This will necessitate:

(l) providing Sixth Army with extra forces to maintain Its
defensive capacity. In the form of Luftwaffe field
divisions which would be Incorporated Into existing
formations.

(11) Initial reinforcement of the adjoining fronts of
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Third and' Fourth Rooantan Armies, by Oenaan forces,
as these fronts cannot b« guaranteed to hold with Ro-
anlan resnants and ad hoc units.

(Ill) Launching a decisive offensive as soon as our forces
permit.

Whether the forces required can be made available and brought
Into action at short notice Is not for me to Judge.

V. {'ttnSTElN
Field I&rshal
Coimandlng Don Artay

Group-'-

Ivon Hansteln, Lost Victories , p. 555.
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APPEHDIX H

From: The Fuehrer and St^reme Consaander of the An^

ORDER OF THE DAT

December 12, 19l;2

During the oonrse of the operations against Stalingrad there
arose, as early as October, the danger of a threat developing to
the long northern flani of our attacking front.

In the first half of November there were Indications of an
Impending attack against the Third Romanian Army. To meet this
threat, I gave orders that the 22 Panzer Division should take up
a position behind the right vrlng of the Third Romanian Arc^ and
together with the 1 Romanian Panzer Division should constitute
the XXXXVTZI Panzer Corps, under the eonraand of Oeneralleutnant
Helm,

In the event of an enemy attack or breakthrough, this Panzer
Corps was under orders to make an immediate counter-attack, and
to prevent at all costs the forcing back of the right vlng of
the Third Romanian Arn^.

The forces which were thus deployed to oppose the eheiiQr's

attack were exceptionally strong. Prom the very beginning the
way In which the 22 Panzer Division was brought up and deployed
gave rise to grave doubts concerning the Co]:*ps c(»imiander*s
efficiency. Of more than one hundred tanks, only a little over
thirty leached their appointed asseiably area.

I regard It as a most serious dereliction of an officer's
duty If, at such a time and In such conditions, he falls to exert
the utmost energy In bringing the fighting strength of his units
to the highest possible pitch, or alternatively In redressing
erroz^ already made.

The leader of the Panzer Corps had a duty to make himself
lonedlately conversant with every aspect of the (operation which
confronted him.

It was his further duty to keep In close touch with the
Panzer divisions assigned to him and to discuss thoroughly with
the two divisions all questions concerning this operation. Speed
of action was all the more essential. In that It must have been
obvious: first, that the organization, leadership and general
condition of our Romanian allies was not of a sufficiently high
standard to make them equal to tasks which could be undertaken
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by Oeiwan divisions In similar circumstances; and, secondly,
that, especially with regard to einto-tank weapons, they did aot
possess the necessary equipment.

When the Russians launched their expected attack on the
19th of November, the sector of front directly concerned was to
begin with conqiaratlvely narrow. If the Panzer Corps, with a
strength of over one hundred and fifty tanks, had been rapidly
sent Into action, this would beyond any question of doubt have
resulted In a Oerman victory.

But the Panzer Coirps did not In fact go Into action at all
dxirlng the first twenty-four hours. During the next twenty-four
hours the Corps Commander was atteniptlng to establish contact
with the 1 Romanian Panzer Division, It was thus Impossible
Immediately to concentrate the two divisions, so that a concerted
eountei>-attack could be launched.

Then Instead of at least grimly battling through to Join the
Romanian Panzer Division, so that a Joint counter-attack could be
mounted, operations by the 22 Panzer Division continued to be as
hesitant as they were unsafe.

This failure by the XXXI7III Panzer Corps was alone respon-
sible for the fact that the Third Romanian Amy was broken through
on both wings. This has resulted In a catastrophe of Inaense
proportions, the ultimate consequences of which cannot even now
be foreseen. In view of the extremely grave consequences that
have followed this disaster, namely the loss of a large number of
units and an immense amount of war material and the encirclement
of the Sixth Anz^, the conduct of the Corps Commander must be
regarded as not merely grossly careless, but as a crime of neg-
legence hitherto unpairalleled In the course of the war.

In addition, the moral effect will have serious repercussions
on the German war effort, I am determined that the conditions
which prevailed during the Battle of the Marne In 1911^., and which
Oextaaa military and historical research has not, after twenty-
'!• years, yet sneceeded In explaining, shall in no circumstances
be allowed to reappear In the new army. In view of the disastrous
consequences that have resulted from the failure of this general,
Z have decided!

1, That he shall be Immediately dismissed from the Army,

2. That while awaiting final elucidation of the failure of
this Gtsrmaa officer, no further decisions will be made
concerning the ultimate action which. In accordance
with military tradition In such cases, may have to be
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tak»n against him.

Signed; .,

ADOIP HITIJSR-^

ISchPoeter, Stallngi^d. pp. 63-6Ij.
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APPBBDIX I

By Hand of Officer Only 3 Copies Issued
Copy Ur. 3

TOP SECRET 19th Dec, ll»35 hrs.

Toi Chlef-of-Staff of the Army

For Immediate aubmtaslon to the Fuehrer

In conjunction with developnenta In Amy Group B, and In
consequence of the fact that these have stopped the arrival of
any further forces, the situation of Don Array Group Is now such
that Sixth Army cannot be expected to be relieved In the foresee-
able future.

Since an airlift Is not possible for reasons of weather and
the Inadequate forces available (which means, as four weeks en-
circlement have shown, that the Array cannot be maintained In the
fortress area), and as 57 Panzer Corps by Itself obviously cannot
make contact with Sixth Army on the ground, let alone keep a
corridor open, I now consider a break-out to the south-west to be
the last possible means of preserving at least the bulk of the
troops and the still mobile elements of Sixth Anay.

The breakthrough, the first aim of which must be to make con-
tact with 57 Pz. Corps on about the Terlk Hyshkova, can only take
place by forcing a gradual shift of Sixth Awiy towards the south-
west and giving up ground sector by sector In the north of the
fortress area as this movement progi>esses.

As long as this operation Is In prt^ress It will be essential
to safeguard the airlift by adequate fighter and bomber cover.

As there ar« signs even now of enemy pressure on the northern
wing of Fourth Romanian Army, It Is also vital that forces be
quickly brought up from the Caucasus front to safeguard the
execution of 57 Ps. Corps* task by protection of Its deep right
flank.

In the event of delay, 57 Pz. Corps Is likely to become
stuck on or north of the Ifyshkova or else tied down by attacks In
Its rl^ht flank. At the same time Sixth Army needs a few days to
regroup and stock up with fuel before moving off.

Rations In the pocket will last till 22 Dec. Troops already
badly weakened (only 200 gr. a day for the last fortnight).
According to Sixth Array, most of the horses have already been put
out of action by exhaustion or slaughtered for food.
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. MfcBTEIir
n«ld Marshal
Commanding Don Amy Group-*-

1-Itanst«ln, Loat Victories , p. 560.

X
J,
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APPEHDIX J

Fromi Eq. Sixth Army 26 DeeeoftMr 191)2

Tot Comnandlng Genei^al, Army Qroup Don

Bloody losses, cold and Inadequate supplies have recently
made serious Inroads on divisions fighting strength. I most
therefore report the following:

1) Am^ can continue to beat off small-scale attacks and
deal with local crises for soise time yet, always providing that
supply Improves and replacements are flown In at earliest pos-
sible moment.

2) If enemy draws off forces in any strength from Hoth's
front and uses these or any other troops to launch mass attacks
on Stalingrad fortj?ess, latter cannot hold out for long.

3) Ho longer possible to execute breakout unless corridor
Is cut In advance and Anry replenished with men and supplies.

I therefore request at highest level to ensure energetic
measures for speedy relief unless overall situation compels
sacrifice of Am^-. Amy will naturally do everything In Its
power to hold out till last possible moment.

I have also to report that only 70 tons were flown In to-
day. Some of the corps will exhaust bread supplies tomorrow,
fats this evening, evening fare tomorrow. Radical iiieasur«s now
urgent.

PAULDS
Generail

Ivon Hansteln, Lost Victories , p. 351.
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APPENDIX K

Russian TTlttraatuffi to Surrender to Sixth Amur

Toj The Commander-in-Chief of the German Sixth Army,
Oeneraloberst Paulua, or his representative, and
to all the officers and men of the German units now
besieged In Stalingrad.

Bate: 8 January 1914^3

The Sixth Army, formations of the Fourth Panser Army, and
those units sent to jrelnforce them have been completely encircled
since the 23rd of November, 191^2.

The soldiers of the Red Army have sealed this German Army
Group within an unbreakable ring. All hopes of the rescue of your
troops by a German offensive from the south or southwest have
proved vain. The German units hastening to your assistance were
defeated by the Red Army, and the remnants of that force are now
withdrawing to Rostov.

The German air transport fleet, which brought you a starva-
tion ration of food, munitions and fuel, has been compelled by the
Red Army's successful and rapid advance repeatedly to withdraw to
airfields more distant from the encircled troops. It should be
added that the German air transport fleet Is suffering enormous
losses in machines and crews at the hands of the Russian Air
Force. The help they can bring to the besieged forces Is rapidly
becoming Illusory. y i

The situation of your troops Is desperate. They are suffer-
ing rpom hunger, sickness and cold. The cruel Russian winter has
seareely yet begun. Hard frosts, cold winds and blizzards still
lie ahead. Tour soldiers are unprovided with winter clothing andare living In appalling sanitary conditions.

You, as Commander-in-Chief, and all the officers of theencircled forces know well that there Is for you no real possi-bility of breaking out. Your situation Is hopeless, and anyfurther resistance senseless. ,
«uu aaj

In view of the desperate situation in which you are placed,and In order to save unnecessary bloodshed, we propose that youaccept the following tewis of surrender:

1. All the encircled German troops, headed by yourself andyour staff, shall cease to resist.

2. Tou will hand over to such persons as shall be authorized
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by ua, all members of your armed forces, all war materials
and all a.rmj equipment In an undamaged condition.

3. We guarantee the safety of all officers and men who cease
to resist, and their return at the end of the war to
Oenmiy or to any other country to which these prisoners
of war may wish to go.

h* All personnel of units which surrender may retain their
military uniforms, badges of rank, decorations, pergonal
belongings and valuables and. In the case of high-
ranking officers, their swords.

5. All officers, non-^ommlssloned officers and men who
surrender will Immediately receive normal rations.

6. ill those who are wounded, sick or front-bitten will be
given medical treatment.

Tour reply Is to be given In writing by ten o'clock, Moscow
time, the 9th of Januaiy, 19lt3. It must be delivered by your
personal i^presentatlve who Is to travel a car bearing a white
flag along the road that leads to the Konny siding at KotlubanJ
station. Tour representative will be met by fully authorized
Russian officers In District B, 500 meters southeast of siding
56I4 at 1000 hrs. on the 9th of January 1914^3,

Should you refuse our offer that you lay down your arms,
we hereby give you notice that the forces of the Red Array and the
Red Air Force will be compelled to proceed with the destruction
of the encircled Geiwian troops. The responsibility for this will
lie with you.

Representing Headquarters Rod Army Supreme Command;

General-polkovnlk Artlllerll VOROBDV

The Cemmander-ln-Chlef of the Forces of the Don Front:

Oeneral-leltenant ROKOSSOVSKI^

ISchroeter, Stalingrad , pp. 168-169.
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APPEHDIX L

The following are the headquarters staffs and organizations of
the Sixth Qeman Army which perished at Stalingrad.

Hq, IV, VIII, XI and LI Amy Corps; and Hq, XIV Panzer Corps

y^th, 7l8t, 76th, 79th. 9lith, 113th, 295th, 297th, 305th, 371at,
376th, 38!tth and the 389th Infantry Divisions

100 Rifle (Jaeger) Division and the 369th Infantiy Regiment
(Croatlon)

ll(.th, 16th and 2l^th Panzer Divisions

3rd, 29th and 60th Panser Orenadler Divisions

Numerous imlts of Luftwaffe troops (antl-alreraft and maintenance)

ist Romanian Cavalry Division and the 20th Romanian Infantry
Dlvlslonl

Won Hansteln, Lost Victories , p. 365.
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The German defeat at Stalingrad marked the turning point of

the war on tto eastern front. The loas of some 270,000 officers

and men by the Germans In the disaster at Stalingrad In November,

19U2, through January, 19l43, seemed Irreparable, for the Gerraan

forces lost the Initiative after this battle and never regained

It for the remainder of the war.

It was perhaps a mistake on the Germans part to even have

attacked the Soviet Union In June, 191*1. tor It committed them to

fighting a two front war, contrary to the basic theory of the

German General Staff. In siny ease, the German plans to end the

war In the east by the winter of I9I4.I aever materialised for

several reasons. First, the attack on the Soviet Union was de-

layed because Germany was forced to aid Italy In concluding a

Isoanaged Balkan ean^algn. Interrupting the time-table for

'Operation Barbarossa* . Second, It became apparent that Germany

was not sufficiently prepared loglstloally to conduct cold-weath-

er operations, which slowed the winter attack on Moscow consider-

ably. Third, and j>erhaps moat Important, Hitler lost sight of the

overall military objectives of the campaign, the destruction of

the Red Army In the field, by considering and eventually ordering

the shifting of the attack Into the Ukraine for economic reasons.

Subsequent to strong opposition by many of his generals.

Hitler made the fatal decision to divert the main effort of his

attack to the Ukraine and the Caucasus. Economically, Hitler

desired the coal of the Donets Basin, the Iron of Krlvoy Rog and

the oil of Baku. All of these materials were In short supply In



aermany, and Hitler apparently felt that to obtain these riches

would not only greatly aid Oewnany, but would also fatally

affect the war effort of the Soviet Union. To obtain these goals

Hitler thrust two salients deep Into the Ukraine toward Stalin-

grad and into the Caucasus toward Baku. Hitler, In making these

efforts, completely ignored the bulk of the Red Army, still in-

tact. In the Moscow area and that It was seriously endangering

the northern flank of the Stalingrad salient.

In addition to the blunders In military operations that Hit-

ler made, he also was responsible for turning the Ukrainian people

against him through his short-sighted occupation policies. Al-

though Initially welcomed with open arms, the Geraan occupiers

through their Inept policies, soon received the undying hatred of

the Ukrainian people. Ukrainian partisans, by the latter half of

19l^2, had made logistical support of the front line Qenaan troops

a nightmare. This breakdown of the German supply effort at the

height of the drive toward Stalingrad certainly contributed to

the Oeman defeat there.

On Hovember 18, 191^2, the Red Army launched an attack on the

northern shoulder of the Stalingrad salient and cut off 270,000

en of the Sixth German Army from the main German front. Hitler's

decision to order the Sixth Amy to remain in the pocket, without

surrendering one foot of ground, paved the way to disaster. By

not allowing the Sixth Army to break out of the trap when thay

might have been able to do so, compounded the earlier mistakes and

led to the CMnplete annihilation of the Sixth Array. The loss of



thla anay could be Ill-afforded by the Wehrmacht and at this

point the possibility of a decisive victory In the east seemed

lost to the Germans.

The complete fiasco of the attempted alr-llft to supply the

encircled Sixth Army against the recommendations of all the

Luftwaffe field commanders led to the destruction of nearly all

German cargo and transport operational ali^raft In the east and

a complete end to German air superiority In this theatr« of

operations. The end result was a general withdrawal of German

forces, ending only with the fall of Berlin.

It should be stated that even after the usefulness of the

Sixth Amy In preventing Soviet units from being released to

Join In the pursuit of the withdrawing Oeiman units, had been

served. Hitler still refused to gj?ant permission for the Sixth

Amy to end their ordeal and surrender. As a result, of the

270,000 men In the pocket at the onset of the encirclement, only

soais 120,000 lived to surrender when their positions were over-

run on February 1, 19l;3. Of the prisoners taken, most were bad-

ly wounded or suffering from the effects of cold and starvation

rations. To this date only 5>000 of these troops have returned

to their homeland.


